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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The number of Americans dying due to opioid overdose is staggering.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), more than
63,600 Americans died from drug overdoses in 2016.1 Sixty-six percent of those
deaths were caused by opioids, including fentanyl and its many analogues.2 The
source of most illicit fentanyl is well known. According to the Drug Enforcement
Administration (“DEA”), China is the primary source of supply for fentanyl and its
underlying chemical substances (or precursors) headed for the United States.3 It is
widely known how illicit fentanyl enters the United States. According to the DEA,
“[c]ustomers can purchase fentanyl products from Chinese laboratories online” and
“powdered fentanyls and pill presses” are shipped via mail services.4
The Subcommittee learned just how easy it is to find fentanyl advertised
online, pay for it using digital currency or other means, and have it shipped to the
United States through international mail. As such, the Subcommittee conducted an
investigation into measures used to prevent illicit fentanyl from entering the United
States by the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”), the U.S. Postal Service
(“Postal Service”), and the U.S. Department of State (“State Department”). The
Subcommittee also reviewed efforts taken by the three largest express consignment
operators (“ECOs”) operating in the United States, DHL Express U.S. (“DHL”),
FedEx Corporation (“FedEx”), and United Parcel Service (“UPS”). Highlights of the
Subcommittee’s investigative results, including findings and recommendations, are
provided below.
Online Fentanyl Sellers. The Subcommittee sought to determine how easy it
is to purchase fentanyl from an online seller and arrange to have it delivered to the
United States. A simple Google search of “fentanyl for sale” returned a number of
potential sellers. Over the course of three months, the Subcommittee
communicated with representatives from six online sellers, posing as a first-time
fentanyl purchaser. All of the online sellers actively sought to induce a purchase of
fentanyl or other illicit opioid. Their sales pitches made it sound easy to purchase
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health and Statistics, Drug
Overdoses in the United States, 1999-2016 (Dec. 2017),
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db294.htm.
2 Id.
3 Drug Enforcement Administration, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, DEA-DCT-DIB-021-16, Counterfeit
Prescription Pills Containing Fentanyls: A Global Threat 2 (July 2016).
4 Id.
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fentanyl, and each preferred to ship any purchases to the United States through the
international arm of the Postal Service. The online sellers preferred to be paid
through cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, which offers a certain level of anonymity.
They also accepted other common payment options, such as Western Union,
MoneyGram, PayPal, credit cards, and prepaid gift cards. The online sellers
actively negotiated with the Subcommittee to complete a deal by offering flash sales
on certain illicit opioids and discounted prices for bulk purchases. When the
Subcommittee failed to immediately respond to an offer, the online sellers
proactively followed up, sometimes offering deeper discounts to entice a sale.
While the Subcommittee posed as a first-time online purchaser of fentanyl, it
never finalized an order or provided payment. Rather, the Subcommittee used
information the online sellers provided—such as payment information and shipping
addresses—to investigate the extent to which other persons in the United States
were conducting business with the online sellers.
Americans Buy Fentanyl Online and Receive it in the Mail. The
Subcommittee’s investigation confirmed that many Americans are purchasing
fentanyl and other illicit opioids online and having them shipped here through the
international mail system. The preferred method of the international online sellers
is Express Mail Service (“EMS”), a global delivery service for documents and
merchandise contained in letters and packages. The EMS network delivers letters
and packages worldwide through each member country’s postal operations,
including the Postal Service in the United States. Through payment information,
the Subcommittee identified more than 500 financial transactions by more than 300
U.S.-based individuals totaling $230,000 to the six online sellers. These 300
individuals were located in 43 states, with those in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Florida
making the highest number of purchases.
Through shipment data, the Subcommittee tracked many shipments to
individuals who sent money to the six online sellers. This review led to several
alarming findings. Most troubling, the Subcommittee identified seven individuals
who died from fentanyl-related overdoses after sending money and receiving
packages from one of the online sellers. One such individual was a 49-year-old
Ohioan who sent roughly $2,500 to an online seller over the course of 10 months—
from May 2016 to February 2017. Over that time period, he received 15 packages
through the Postal Service on dates that closely corresponded to payments he made
to an online seller. He died in early 2017 from “acute fentanyl intoxication.” He
had received a package from an online seller just 30 days before his death. The
Subcommittee further identified 18 individuals who were arrested for drug-related
offenses and also made purchases and received packages from the online sellers.
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The Subcommittee also identified a likely distributor for one of the online
sellers based in Pennsylvania. The Subcommittee identified 120 instances of an
individual sending a payment to an online seller and then receiving a package
within one-to-two days from the Pennsylvania address. The Ohioan identified
above, for example, received seven packages from the Pennsylvania address,
including the package he received a month prior to his death.
Analysis of payment and shipping information further identified two
additional individuals who were likely distributing illicit opioids. They each made
payments to an online seller and received a package from the Pennsylvania address
identified by the Subcommittee. These individuals also received other suspect
packages with descriptions of items used to mass produce narcotics for distribution,
including pill presses, chemical bonding agents, empty plastic pill casings, and
chemicals used to dye pills a marketable color. Because these items were shipped
through an ECO the sender was required to provide a description of the package
contents as further explained below. The Postal Service is not required to collect
this information. Under treaty obligations, the Postal Service must rely on foreign
posts to collect and transmit data on inbound international mail items, including
information on package contents.
Inbound International Mail Volume. The Subcommittee also examined the
federal agencies’ and private shippers’ response to the country’s opioid crisis. CBP
is the federal agency responsible for identifying suspicious packages sent through
the international mail stream that contain illegal items, including fentanyl and
other illicit drugs. The Postal Service and ECOs are required to support CBP’s
efforts by locating and physically handing over or presenting targeted packages to
CBP for inspection. This process is known as “presentment.”
The volume difference for inbound international packages handled by the
Postal Service compared to ECOs is staggering. The three major ECOs examined
by the Subcommittee together handled approximately 65.7 million international
packages in 2016, while the Postal Service alone handled more than 275 million in
the same year, over four times the amount handled by the ECOs. The Postal
Service’s inbound international mail volume increased by 232 percent between
fiscal year 2013 and calendar year 2017. However, the Postal Service failed to
forecast this growth in inbound international mail volume, which could have helped
to ensure some operational measures were in place to handle the growth.
Interdicting Illicit Opioids and Other Contraband in International Mail.
International mail packages shipped through the Postal Service primarily enter the
United States through one of five International Service Centers (“ISC”) located at
the following airports: John F. Kennedy International Airport (“JFK”) in New York;
O’Hare International Airport in Chicago (“ORD”); Los Angeles International Airport
3

(“LAX”); San Francisco International Airport (“SFO”), and Miami International
Airport (“MIA”). In years past, CBP would locate suspicious packages at the ISCs
by providing the Postal Service with a list of “countries of interest.” The Postal
Service would then present all the packages from those countries to CBP. CBP
would then manually sort through and inspect millions of packages looking for
illegal items—the proverbial “needle in a haystack.” Although both agencies agreed
that the process was inefficient and sought ways to improve it, they are guided by
different missions that hinder those efforts. The Postal Service’s mission is the
speedy processing and delivery of the mail, while CBP’s mission is to protect the
U.S. border and prevent illicit items from entering the United States.
CBP and Postal Service Pilot Program. More than two years ago, in
November 2015, CBP and the Postal Service implemented a pilot program to
improve the identification, inspection, and interdiction process for international
packages arriving in the United States. The pilot program leveraged advanced
electronic data (“AED”) that the Postal Service received from certain foreign postal
operators. AED is provided by the shipper at the time of package drop-off and
includes data such as sender and recipient name and address, as well as a
description of the package contents. Prior to the package entering the United
States, the Postal Service forwards the AED to CBP. CBP analyzes the AED to
identify suspicious packages. Under the pilot program, CBP would use the data to
specifically target small packages under 4.4 pounds (called “ePackets”) coming from
China through the JFK ISC. The Postal Service would then be responsible for
locating and presenting the targeted packages to CBP. The JFK ISC receives about
half of the Postal Service’s international volume.
In December 2016, the Postal Service Office of Inspector General (“OIG”)
audited the pilot program. The OIG found the Postal Service only presented around
80 percent of the packages targeted by CBP. This was due to a number of problems,
including CBP sending hold requests for packages that went to another ISC, the
Postal Service not receiving some hold requests until the package had left the JFK
ISC, or Postal Service employees missing the package.
The pilot program was a positive development, but its execution suffered
from a lack of forethought and cooperation, conflicting missions, and interagency
personality conflicts. Before the first package was targeted, the agencies never
agreed on specific metrics or goals for the pilot, including how they would measure
success. CBP asserted it was entitled to receive every package it targeted for
inspection, while the Postal Service explained it was impossible to present packages
that were diverted to one of the other ISCs or left the JFK ISC before it was
targeted. As of this report, the agencies still have not agreed on common
performance measures.
4

At the same time, the relationship between CBP and the Postal Service was
strained. The two agencies were focused on different missions. While CBP sought
to protect the border from illicit drugs and other illegal items, the Postal Service
needed to move the mail. Moreover, two top officials for the respective agencies at
JFK struggled to cooperate. In an effort to increase cooperation at JFK, CBP
reassigned a senior official in an attempt to improve the relationship with the JFK
Postal Service Plant Manager.
The JFK pilot improved through efforts initiated in 2017 by the Postal
Inspection Service, the law enforcement arm of the Postal Service, to automate the
process of identifying targeted packages. CBP refused, however, to agree with the
Postal Service’s suggestion to expand the pilot to the other four ISCs unless the
Postal Service was able to present nearly all the targeted packages to CBP. It was
not until the Subcommittee held a hearing on May 25, 2017, on the shipment of
illicit opioids, that CBP agreed with the Postal Service to expand the pilot to other
ISCs. Now, in addition to JFK, the pilot is currently active in Los Angeles and
Miami. Three days before the Subcommittee released this report, CBP started
targeting packages at the remaining ISCs.
The Universal Postal Union. International mail delivery is governed by a
treaty signed in 1874 that created the Universal Postal Union (“UPU”). The United
States is one of the 192 members of the UPU, which convenes its Congress every
four years to adopt the plans for the international postal community for the next
four years. UPU member countries agree to a universal service obligation that
mandates the acceptance of packages and other mail items from each other through
a network of foreign postal operators. This obligation includes the EMS global
network described above. The Postal Service is the designated postal operator for
the United States, obligating it to receive, process, and deliver international mail
from UPU member countries. For example, a person living in China can ship a
package to the United States through China Post – the Chinese equivalent of the
Postal Service. When that package reaches the United States, it passes through an
ISC and is delivered by the Postal Service.
For close to a decade, the United States (through the State Department)
advocated that UPU members adopt the requirement of collecting and exchanging
AED for all packages, but little progress has been made. Despite the benefits of
using AED to identify suspicious packages, the international postal community has
failed to meaningfully adopt its use. In addition, the State Department took a
“hands-off” approach to this issue due to concerns about some countries resisting
the implementation of AED solely because it is a prerogative of the United States.
In 2008, the United States offered a resolution at the UPU Congress that
encouraged the collection of AED to “enhance the efficiency and speed of customs
5

clearance.” This resolution did not require member countries to provide AED, but
instead to begin developing a plan for AED implementation. While the resolution
was adopted, the original language was altered to remove any requirement for a
deadline for implementation, essentially rendering it meaningless.
International events in 2010 highlighted the importance of AED when it was
successfully used by law enforcement to thwart a terrorist attack involving
explosives packed into printer toner cartridges sent from Yemen to the United
States through ECOs. At the next UPU Congress in 2012, the UPU adopted
language to develop a strategy for countries to exchange AED on packages.
However, the language was qualified to make clear the strategy must be
proportionate to the identified risk. This was a way for countries opposed to
requiring AED to point out that the United States was a greater target than other
countries. Therefore, the United States should not expect other countries to take on
as much of the security burden.
The UPU’s strategy involved member countries electronically providing the
same information currently required on certain customs declaration forms that
must be affixed to every package. This information included sender name and
address, recipient name and address, and a description of the contents. The UPU
has also adopted the use of barcodes to track packages for business purposes
referred to as the Integrated Product Plan (“IPP”). While barcodes are required to
be on all packages as of January 1, 2018, no AED or other information is required to
be loaded onto them. Instead, the goal of the IPP is to require AED on the barcode
by 2020, but that date was recently indefinitely delayed due to push-back from
certain UPU members.
The amount of AED currently transmitted to the Postal Service on
international packages is low. From January 2017 through the end of 2017, only 36
percent (on average) of packages sent to the United States included AED. During
that time, the Postal Service received 498,268,405 packages, which means
318,891,780 packages had no AED about who sent the package, where the package
was going, or what was in the package. The number of packages with AED is not
likely to increase anytime soon.
Express Consignment Operators. In the Trade Act of 2002, Congress required
ECOs to collect certain information on all packages shipped through their networks
for security purposes following the September 11 terrorist attacks. As a result, all
packages shipped by ECOs have AED, including sender name and address,
recipient name and address, and a description of the item contained in the package.
CBP uses this information to target suspicious packages shipped through the ECOs,
just as it uses the AED in the JFK pilot program with the Postal Service. ECOs
created proprietary systems that allow customers to track packages, and they also
6

allow ECOs to identify and present the packages CBP targets. According to CBP
statistics, due to AED, ECOs present almost all targeted packages to CBP.
While ECOs are highly efficient at using AED to provide CBP with targeted
packages, differences exists between the ECOs and the Postal Service. ECOs
control packages in their networks from acceptance to delivery, even for
international packages. In contrast, the Postal Service must rely on foreign postal
operators to collect AED on internationally shipped packages that are delivered
domestically by the Postal Service. ECOs also handle fewer packages than the
Postal Service.
A. The Subcommittee’s Investigation
The Subcommittee began its review of the opioid crisis during the 114th
Congress when it examined the efforts undertaken by the federal government and
its main program integrity contractor, the Medicare Drug Integrity Contractor
(MEDIC), to address opioid-related fraud and abuse in Medicare Part D. That
program serves nearly 35 million senior citizens and seven million Social Security
disability benefit recipients. In connection with that review, the Subcommittee also
examined the anti-opioid abuse efforts of six of the nation’s largest health insurance
companies—both in their commercial insurance business and in their role as
Medicare Part D plan sponsors. That investigation resulted in a bipartisan report
titled Combatting the Opioid Epidemic: A Review of Anti-Abuse Efforts in Medicare
and Private Health Insurance Systems.
During the current 115th Congress, the Subcommittee expanded its review of
the opioid crisis by examining the role that illicit opioids, specifically fentanyl, play
in the current national crisis. As previously mentioned, to better understand how
illicit opioids enter the United States, the Subcommittee held an initial oversight
hearing on May 25, 2017, titled Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids:
Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs. Representatives from the Postal
Service, the Postal Service OIG, the State Department, CBP, and UPS testified at
that hearing. As part of this investigation, the Subcommittee reviewed over 60,000
pages of documents from the Postal Service, CBP, the State Department, DHL,
FedEx, and UPS. The Subcommittee also analyzed over two million lines of AED
and money transfer information from the Postal Service, CBP, ECOs, Western
Union, MoneyGram, and PayPal. The Subcommittee also conducted interviews of
key personnel from CBP, the Postal Service, and the State Department. All entities
cooperated with the Subcommittee’s requests for information. In addition, the
Subcommittee traveled to and met with relevant foreign customs and law
enforcement officials in Hong Kong and Singapore.
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Based on this investigation, the Subcommittee concludes that the federal
government’s policies and procedures are inadequate to prevent the use of the
international mail system to ship illegal synthetic opioids into the United States.
B. Findings of Fact and Recommendations
Findings of Fact
(1)

Fentanyl Sellers Operate Openly on the Internet. From May
2017 to June 2017, simple internet searches for “fentanyl for sale”
identified websites openly advertising synthetic opioids for purchase.
The Subcommittee corresponded with representatives from six
websites who actively sought to induce a purchase of fentanyl and
other synthetic opioids.

(2)

Online Sellers Preferred to Ship Through Express Mail
Service/Postal Service. All international online sellers indicated
they preferred to ship purchases through EMS. One online seller’s
website explained the default shipping method was EMS. Another
website only guaranteed delivery if EMS was used, and encouraged its
use through free EMS shipping for orders over $100. Upon the
Subcommittee’s request, however, the online sellers offered other
shipping options, including DHL, FedEx, and UPS.

(3)

Online Sellers Transshipped Purchases Through Other
Countries To Reduce Risk of Interdiction. To avoid heightened
targeting by CBP of packages from China, online sellers stated that
they would divert packages through other countries first before the
package ultimately arrived in the United States. This practice is
known as transshipment. The online sellers asserted transshipping
through these countries reduced the risk of a package containing illicit
opioids from being identified and seized by customs officials.

(4)

Cryptocurrency Preferred. Bitcoin was the preferred payment
method for all online sellers. Other methods to make a purchase were
also accepted, including Western Union, PayPal, bank transfers, credit
cards, and prepaid gift cards.

(5)

Online Sellers Linked to Fentanyl Related Deaths. Tragically,
through the review of payment information and AED, the
Subcommittee was able to link the online sellers to seven confirmed
synthetic opioid-related deaths.
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(6)

Arrests for Drug-Related Offenses. The Subcommittee was also
able to link the online sellers to 18 arrests for drug-related offenses.

(7)

Active Domestic Illicit Opioid Distributors. Through payment
information and shipment data, the Subcommittee located an address
in Pennsylvania that is likely transshipping purchases made through
an online seller located in China. The Subcommittee also identified
two other individuals who may be preparing to distribute illicit opioids.
These two individuals sent payments to the online sellers and also
received packages containing pill presses and other items commonly
used in the mass production of narcotics for distribution, including
chemical bonding agents to make pills, empty pill casings, and pill
coloring agents.

(8)

The Postal Service and CBP Failed to Recognize and Prepare
for the Increase in International Shipments. The Postal Service
and CBP were not prepared for the recent rapid growth of inbound
international mail packages. In just the last three years, international
package volume for the Postal Service has almost doubled, going from
150 million packages in fiscal year 2013 to 275 million in fiscal year
2016. The number of international packages reached more than 498
million in calendar year 2017, a staggering increase from previous
years.

(9)

CBP Manually Targeted Packages. To interdict illegal items
entering the United States through the Postal Service, CBP identified
“countries of interest.” The Postal Service then sent all packages from
those countries of interest to CBP for inspection. This resulted in CBP
manually searching through packages to attempt to locate illegal
items. At times, CBP did not list China as a country of interest due to
the high volume of packages China shipped to the United States,
which would have been too difficult to manage.

(10)

Lack of Coordination. A pilot program established by the Postal
Service and CBP in November 2015 at the JFK ISC, using AED to
target and present small packages from China, lacked effective
coordination between the agencies. The two agencies failed to
establish any performance metrics or even define what would be
considered a success for the pilot. While the Postal Service initially
only presented around 80 percent of packages requested by CBP, that
number has improved. As of the publication of this report, however,
the agencies still disagree how to calculate the percentage of packages
9

targeted by CBP that the Postal Service presented for inspection
(“presentment rate”).
(11)

CBP Has Not Studied the Effectiveness of Using AED to Target
Packages. Although CBP promotes the utility of AED for targeting
purposes and insists on receiving every targeted package, CBP has yet
to analyze the effectiveness of using AED to target and interdict drugs
or other prohibited items.

(12)

Postal Service and CBP Did Not Make Timely Improvements
and Expansions to the Pilot Program. Despite widespread
concerns by CBP and the Postal Service about requiring the manual
targeting of packages, the Postal Service did not improve its
presentment rate through automation until two years after the pilot
began. Further, the agencies did not expand the pilot to other ISCs
until the Subcommittee held a hearing about the issue on May 25,
2017. In fact, CBP informed the Subcommittee that it would begin
targeting packages using AED at the ISCs in Chicago and San
Francisco on January 21 and 22, respectively—just days before the
release of this report and a scheduled Subcommittee hearing to
examine its findings.

(13)

International Delay. Since 2008, the State Department advocated
for the UPU to require its members to adopt the use of AED. Recently,
the UPU took steps to adopt AED for business-related purposes and to
modernize the international postal service with the expectation posts
would provide AED on all packages by 2020. Those efforts, like others
in the past, are delayed due to requests for studies on how AED
requirements will affect countries whose UPU representatives have
raised concerns about their posts’ ability to collect and exchange
sender information.

(14)

The Postal Service Receives AED on about 36 Percent of All
International Packages. Despite the current lack of requirements
for the Postal Service to collect AED from foreign postal operators, the
Postal Service does receive AED from some foreign postal operators,
including Hongkong Post and China Post. China is capable of
providing AED on its packages and currently only does so for about
half of the packages it ships to the United States. The AED from
China Post pertains to ePackets and includes tracking and delivery
confirmation information.
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(15)

The Majority of International Packages Have No Associated
AED. The Postal Service received 498,268,405 packages from foreign
posts in 2017; 36 percent of those packages had AED associated with
them. Therefore, 318,891,780 packages entered the United States with
no associated AED on the sender’s name and address, the recipient’s
name and address, or the contents of the package. With no AED, CBP
was unable to target any of these packages for further inspection
before they entered the United States.

(16)

Low Quality Data. The AED the Postal Service receives from foreign
postal operators is of low quality. The data reviewed by the
Subcommittee did not contain standard fields or address constructions.
Sender name and address were rarely provided. At times, the data
was a long line of illogical letters and characters.

(17)

ECOs Presented Nearly All Targeted Packages to CBP.
Congress mandated that ECOs provide AED on all packages in 2002.
Using AED, ECOs present almost 100 percent of packages targeted by
CBP for inspection. Unlike the Postal Service, ECOs control packages
from acceptance to delivery and manage a significantly lower volume of
packages.

(18)

ECOs Do Not Share Information on Problem Shippers. While
FedEx and UPS maintain lists of individuals and entities that are not
allowed to ship packages through their networks, they do not share
these lists with CBP, the Postal Service, or other ECOs. DHL does not
maintain such a list.

Recommendations
(1)

Require AED on All International Packages. The State
Department and Postal Service should work together to take steps to
prioritize the enactment and implementation of requirements that
UPU member countries collect and exchange AED for all international
packages. Congress should pass any legislation necessary to facilitate
the agencies’ efforts.

(2)

The Postal Service Should Include Provisions in All Bilateral
and Multilateral Agreements to Collect and Exchange
Additional and Better Quality AED. Any agreement between the
Postal Service and one or more foreign posts for express package
delivery should include provisions requiring the foreign posts to
provide the Postal Service with quality AED for all packages.
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(3)

Proactively Improve the Quality of AED. The Postal Service
should initiate processes to improve the quality of the data received
from foreign posts. This should include the consideration of
standardized fields to avoid confusion by foreign nationals in
constructing an American address. The State Department should also
work to improve the quality of data collected internationally.

(4)

Increase Targeting. CBP should continue to increase the number of
packages targeted for inspection through the Pilot Programs at ISCs
with an emphasis on locating illicit drugs. This should include a
dedicated CBP employee at the National Targeting Center responsible
for all mail and package targeting efforts.

(5)

Automated Identification of Targeted Packages. The Postal
Service should fully automate the process of identifying packages
targeted for inspection by CBP at all of the ISCs.

(6)

Targeting Analysis. CBP should conduct a thorough analysis of the
effectiveness of its targeting and interdiction efforts under the AED
pilot program.

(7)

Agreement on Success Metrics. CBP and the Postal Service should
come to agreement on the methodology used for measuring the Postal
Service’s presentment rate—the success rate of presenting targeted
packages to CBP.

(8)

CBP and Postal Service Resources. CBP and the Postal Service
should deploy sufficient personnel and resources at all of the ISCs to
handle the growing volume of international mail and corresponding
increase in shipments of illicit drugs. Both agencies should act swiftly
to inform Congress of the staffing and technological resources needed
to effectively expand their efforts. Congress should pass any
legislation necessary to ensure both agencies are capable of
maintaining an effective, automated process for targeting and
interdicting illicit packages.

(9)

Deepen Cooperation with the Chinese Government to End
Opioid Smuggling, including through Online Sellers. Executive
agencies should continue leveraging the high-level partnerships with
Chinese officials established through the U.S.-China Law Enforcement
and Cybersecurity Dialogue to combat the shipment of illicit opioids to
the United States. These efforts should include both scheduling
12

additional illicit opioids as illegal and shutting down smuggling routes
and methods, including online sellers located in China.

II.

(10)

Improve Information Sharing. The Postal Service, CBP, and ECOs
should form an Information Sharing and Analysis Center (“ISAC”) to
share information about best practices and known shippers of illegal
items. It may also be beneficial to include representatives from
entities like Western Union, MoneyGram, PayPal, and other peer-topeer payment platforms.

(11)

Improve Presentment Metrics. ECOs should track their
presentment rate for all targeted packages requested by CBP.

BACKGROUND

The United States is in the midst of an opioid epidemic. Synthetic opioids,
such as fentanyl and its variations, known as analogues, are causing drug overdoses
and deaths at an unparalleled rate in communities across our nation. Drug
overdoses are now the leading cause of injury-related death in the United States,
outnumbering both automobile crashes and gun-related deaths.5
Although synthetic opioids enter the country through various streams of
commerce, China is the primary source of fentanyl in the United States.6 These
drugs are available for purchase on the Internet. And the rapid growth of
international mail packages arriving in the United States has provided cover for
bad actors seeking to ship these drugs through the global mail system.
A host of federal agencies are tasked with working together to stop synthetic
opioids and other illicit drugs from entering the country. Chief among them is U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”), which has authority and responsibility for
screening both persons and goods entering the country. CBP works closely with the
U.S. Postal Service (“Postal Service”) and express consignment operators (“ECOs”),
such as FedEx Corporation (“FedEx”), United Parcel Service (“UPS”), and DHL
Express U.S. (“DHL”) to target and interdict shipments of contraband. CBP’s
targeting efforts benefit from the advance receipt of specific data about inbound
international packages and shipments.

5 Josh Katz, Drug Deaths in America Are Rising Faster Than Ever, N.Y. TIMES (Jun. 5, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/06/05/upshot/opioid-epidemic-drug-overdose-deaths-arerising-faster-than-ever.html.
6 U.S.-CHINA ECONOMIC AND SECURITY REVIEW COMMISSION, FENTANYL: CHINA’S DEADLY EXPORT TO
THE UNITED STATES 3 (2017).
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The opioid epidemic prompted the Subcommittee to launch an investigation
of the federal government’s strategy to stop the shipment of synthetic opioids into
the United States. The Subcommittee sought to determine whether synthetic
opioids are entering the country due to a lack of resources or legal authorities
needed to stop these shipments, insufficient coordination among the relevant
stakeholders, or other issues. The Subcommittee reviewed the efforts of CBP, the
Postal Service, the U.S. Department of State (“State Department”), FedEx, UPS,
and DHL to identify, interdict, and prevent these shipments from entering the
United States. As part of this investigation, the Subcommittee also visited ports of
entry in Baltimore and Long Beach/Los Angeles, as well as the International
Service Centers (“ISCs”) located in New York at the John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK)
and in California at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The Subcommittee
also visited and interviewed customs officials and law enforcement counterparts in
Hong Kong and Singapore. The Subcommittee reviewed over 60,000 pages of
documents, two million lines of payment information and shipping data, and
conducted a number of interviews and briefings.
A. The Opioid Epidemic
Americans are overdosing and dying from fentanyl and other synthetic
opioids at rates that far exceed peak death rates from automobile accidents, gunrelated deaths, and AIDS.7 No age group, race, gender, or region of the country has
been immune to this epidemic.8 The opioid epidemic has devastated communities
across the nation and has forced state and local officials to devote an unsustainable
level of resources to combat it on a daily basis.9
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), based
on a review of 2016 statistics, nearly 63,600 people died from drug overdoses, and
66 percent of those deaths were a result of opioids, including fentanyl and its many
analogues.10 In 2015, 63 percent of drug overdose deaths were a result of opioid

Josh Katz, The First Count of Fentanyl Deaths in 2016: Up 540% in Three Years, N.Y. TIMES (Sep.
2, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/09/02/upshot/fentanyl-drug-overdosedeaths.html.
8 U.S. CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, DRUG OVERDOSE DEATHS IN THE UNITED STATES (DEC. 2017),
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db294.pdf (hereinafter “2016 CDC Opioid Statistics
Report”).
9 Press Release, U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, DEA Warning to Police and Public:
Fentanyl Exposure Kills (Jun. 10, 2016).
10 2016 CDC Overdose Statistics Report.
7
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drugs such as heroin, marijuana, and cocaine, making those drugs even more
potent.16 Counterfeit versions of other narcotics like OxyContin and Percocet also
contain fentanyl as a key ingredient.17 Fentanyl affects the area of the brain that
controls breathing, and high doses can cause breathing to stop completely, which
can lead to death.18 Overdose can occur when users unknowingly take fentanyl or
are not aware of its potency.19
The Drug Enforcement Administration (“DEA”) designated fentanyl and its
analogues as Schedule II substances, determining that they have a high potential
for abuse and could lead to severe psychological or physical dependence. Several
precursors—the chemical substances or compounds used to manufacture fentanyl—
are now included on the United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs list of illicit
substances.20 According to the United Nations, scheduling substances enables
greater control and monitoring of the precursor chemicals, ensuring a concerted
international approach.21
2. The Impact on State and Local Governments
The opioid epidemic has placed an unsustainable strain on state and local
governments. Communities across the country are overextending their financial
resources and personnel in an effort to save the lives of opioid overdose victims on a
daily basis.22 According to the DEA, fentanyl is not only dangerous for the drug’s
users, but also for law enforcement, public health workers, and first responders who
may unknowingly come into contact with the drug in its different forms.23 The DEA
has issued safety precautions for first responders and law enforcement officers
because fentanyl can be accidentally absorbed through the skin and inhaled
through the nasal passages.24 Because of the drug’s lethality, even in small
Id.
Drug Enforcement Administration, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, DEA-DCT-DIB-021-16, Counterfeit
Prescription Pills Containing Fentanyls: A Global Threat (July 2016).
18 NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES: WHAT IS
FENTANYL?, https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/fentanyl.
19 OFFICE OF DIVERSION CONTROL, NATIONAL FORENSIC LABORATORY INFORMATION SYSTEM, DRUG
ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, SPECIAL REPORT: OPIATES AND RELATED
DRUGS REPORTED IN NFLIS, 2009-2014 (2017).
20 UNITED NATIONS OFFICE ON DRUGS AND CRIME, GLOBAL SMART UPDATE, VOL. 17, FENTANYL AND ITS
ANALOGUES – 50 YEARS ON (2017); INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL BOARD, PRECURSORS AND
CHEMICALS FREQUENTLY USED IN THE ILLICIT MANUFACTURE OF NARCOTIC DRUGS AND PSYCHOTROPIC
SUBSTANCES (2016).
21 Id.
22 Elizabeth Kneebone and Scott W. Allard, A Nation in Overdose Peril: Pinpointing the Most
Impacted Communities and the Local Gaps in Care, BROOKINGS (Sept. 25, 2017),
https://www.brookings.edu/research/pinpointing-opioid-in-most-impacted-communities.
23 DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, FENTANYL: A BRIEFING GUIDE FOR
FIRST RESPONDERS (2017).
24 Id.
16
17
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quantities, law enforcement, first responders, hospitals, and drug treatment
facilities now maintain a supply of Naloxone, a medication used to block the effects
of opioids, especially in overdose situations, by quickly restoring normal respiration
and breathing.25 Overdose deaths related to opioids such as heroin, oxycodone,
hydrocodone, codeine, fentanyl, and morphine can occur within one to three hours of
ingestion but are reversible, during that time period, with the use of Naloxone.26
B. How Fentanyl and Synthetic Opioids Enter the United States
Synthetic opioids like fentanyl are openly available for purchase on the
Internet and primarily trafficked in packages through the international mail
stream.27 The rise of e-commerce has significantly increased the volume of
international mail parcels and packages. The increased volume provides cover for
criminals to abuse the international mail system to traffic and distribute illegal
substances.
1. Sources of Fentanyl
China is the largest exporter of fentanyl to the United States.28 The majority
of illicit fentanyl smuggled into the United States originates in China, sometimes in
the form of precursors that are shipped to Mexico or Canada and mixed with other
narcotics before being sent across the border into the United States. Until recently,
the production of fentanyl was unregulated in China.29 Over the course of 2017,
China banned several fentanyl-derivatives including both carfentanil, a lethal
opioid 100 times more potent than fentanyl, and U-47700, a synthetic opioid also
known as “pink.”30

25 NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, What is
Naloxone?, https://www.drugabuse.gov/related-topics/opioid-overdose-reversal-naloxone-narcanevzio.
26 INSYS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, INC., JOINT MEETING OF THE ANESTHETIC AND ANALGESIC DRUG
PRODUCTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (AADPAC) AND THE DRUG SAFETY AND RISK MANAGEMENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (DSARM), U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES, “NALOXONE FOR TREATMENT OF OPIOID[] OVERDOSE, ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF
OCTOBER 5, 2016,”,
https://www.fda.gov/downloads/AdvisoryCommittees/CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/Anesthetic
AndAnalgesicDrugProductsAdvisoryCommittee/UCM522690.pdf.
27 U.S.-CHINA ECONOMIC AND SECURITY REVIEW COMMISSION, FENTANYL: CHINA’S DEADLY EXPORT TO
THE UNITED STATES 3 (2017); U.N. Off. on Drugs and Crime, World Drug Report, Executive
Summary (2017).
28 Id.
29 Erika Kinetz and Desmond Butler, Chemical Weapon for Sale: China’s Unregulated Narcotic, AP
NEWS (Oct. 7, 2016), https://apnews.com/7c85cda5658e46f3a3be95a367f727e6.
30 U.S.-CHINA ECONOMIC AND SECURITY REVIEW COMMISSION, FENTANYL: CHINA’S DEADLY EXPORT TO
THE UNITED STATES 10 (2017).
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The DEA and Chinese officials have met regularly to discuss the threat from
fentanyl class substances.31 To improve cooperative efforts between the United
States and China, the DEA plans to open a third office in Guangzhou, China, in
addition to offices currently in Beijing and Hong Kong.32 In addition, the U.S.
Department of Justice (“Justice Department”) recently handed down several
fentanyl-related indictments, including two against Chinese nationals who owned
and operated several fentanyl laboratories in China.33 The labs’ North Americabased traffickers and distributors are also under indictment for separate
conspiracies to distribute large quantities of fentanyl, fentanyl analogues, and other
opiate substances in the United States.34 The Justice Department similarly
indicted another Chinese national for distribution of opioids and other drugs
ordered on Chinese websites and shipped from China to the United States.35
2. Convenience of Purchasing on the Internet
The Internet has significantly increased the availability of deadly synthetic
opioids in the United States.36 Because illicit drug dealers and distributors can
remain anonymous online, these virtual marketplaces significantly reduce the risk
of detection associated with purchasing fentanyl and other synthetic opioids. The
illicit market of all drugs for sale online is growing. A 2015 study estimated that
revenues from online illicit drug sales increased from between $15-17 million in
2012 to $150-$180 million in 2015.37 It is not difficult to find illegal drugs such as
synthetic opioids advertised for sale on both the open web, and the dark web—a
collection of thousands of websites that are publicly visible but use anonymity tools
to hide Internet Protocol (“IP”) addresses. The dark web is one of the largest
marketplaces to purchase illegal drugs and is also the hardest marketplace to
police.38 Today, many individuals still use the dark web as a legitimate means to
31 Press Release, Drug Enforcement Administration, China Announces Scheduling Controls of New
Psychoactive Substances/Fentanyl-Class Substances (Jun. 19, 2017).
32 Erika Kinetz, DEA Opens Shop in China to Help Fight Synthetic Drug Trade, AP NEWS, (Jan. 6,
2017), https://www.apnews.com/3630050eef274653a54cb70e46c4f72a.
33 Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Justice Department Announces First Ever Indictments against
Designated Chinese Manufacturers of Deadly Fentanyl and Other Opiate Substances (Oct. 17, 2017).
34 Id.
35 Press Release, Northern Dist. of Ohio, U.S. Attorney’s Office, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Chinese
National Living in Massachusetts Arrested and Charged with Distributing Opioids that Were
Shipped from China to the U.S. and Ultimately to Ohio (Jul. 24, 2017).
36 U.S.-CHINA ECONOMIC AND SECURITY REVIEW COMMISSION, FENTANYL: CHINA’S DEADLY EXPORT TO
THE UNITED STATES 3 (2017).
37 Kyle Soska and Nicolas Christin, Measuring the Longitudinal Evolution of the Online Anonymous
Marketplace Ecosystem, Carnegie Mellon University (Aug. 13, 2015),
http://www.usinex.org/conference/usinexsecurity15/technical-sessions/presentation/soska.
38 Eric Jardine, The Dark Web Dilemma: Tor, Anonymity, and Online Policing, Paper Series: No 21,
Centre for International Governance Innovation, Global Commission on Internet Governance (Sep.
2015), https://www.cigionline.org/sites/default/files/no.21.pdf; U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY,
U.S. DEP’T OF DEFENSE, NRL RELEASE NUMBER 03-1221.1-2602, TOR: THE SECOND-GENERATION
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ensure secure everyday Internet usage; however, a host of dark web merchants are
increasingly using the anonymity offered by the dark web to sell illicit drugs,
dangerous weapons, counterfeit documents, and even human trafficking victims on
various online marketplaces.
Online fentanyl sellers engage in sophisticated sales techniques to offer
exclusive products and discounts for bulk orders. Accepted payment methods
include cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, bank transfers, mobile payment services,
and money orders. Bitcoin is “completely digital money” and “the first decentralized
peer-to-peer payment network.”39 Bitcoin describes itself as “cash for the
Internet.”40 In addition to anonymity, using bitcoin can be cheaper than processing
funds through more traditional means. According to the Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network, a user of virtual currency is not a Money Services Business
(“MSB”) and is therefore not subject to registration, reporting, and recordkeeping
regulations with U.S. financial regulators, making detection by law enforcement
more challenging.41
3. The Growth of E-Commerce
The growth of cross-border e-commerce has dramatically increased the
volume of international parcels and packages arriving into the United States. In
fact, the chart below shows e-commerce sales worldwide may reach $4.4 trillion by
2021, primarily due to global internet connectivity and the growing shift towards
the convenience of online shopping.42 North America is the largest regional parcels
market by value; however, the Asia-Pacific parcels market has experienced doubledigit growth with China accounting for 47 percent of the regional total.43 Chinese
parcels volume has increased rapidly from 1.2 billion in 2007 to 20.6 billion in 2015
and it now sends more parcels than the United States.44

ONION ROUTER (2004) (The dark web is an outgrowth of software tools developed by the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory in the 1990s. It was initially intended as a means of secure communication and
open source intelligence gathering.).
39 What is Bitcoin?, https://bitcoin.org/en/faq#what-is-bitcoin.
40 Id.
41 FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK, U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, FIN-2013-G001,
APPLICATION OF FINCEN’S REGULATIONS TO PERSONS, ADMINISTERING, EXCHANGING, OR USING
VIRTUAL CURRENCIES (2013).
42 Worldwide Retail and Ecommerce Sales: eMarketer’s Estimates for 2016–2021, eMarketer (Jul.
2017),
https://www.emarketer.com/Report/Worldwide-Retail-Ecommerce-Sales-eMarketers-Estimates20162021/2002090.
43 Global Parcel Market Insight Report 2017, Apex Insight (Jan. 2017), https://www.apexinsight.com/product/global-parcel-delivery-market-insight-report-2017.
44 Id.
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the UPU, is responsible for the formulation, coordination, and oversight of foreign
policy related to international postal services and other international delivery
services.50
The Postal Service’s primary mission is to accept, process, and deliver the
mail within an agreed timeframe, which is typically defined by the type of mail
product. Mail products include letters, express mail service (“EMS”), and parcels,
all of which have different delivery requirements. To receive and process the
international mail, the Postal Service primarily relies on five ISCs in the United
States located at the airports in New York (“JFK”), Miami (“MIA”), Chicago
(“ORD”), Los Angeles (“LAX”), and San Francisco (“SFO”).51 Once offloaded from
the commercial airline carriers, the mail then moves to the ISC where the Postal
Service sorts it.
During the Postal Service’s initial sorting process, the Postal Service
identifies and presents any packages targeted by CBP for screening and inspection.
The U.S. Postal Inspection Service (“Postal Inspection Service”) also provides
assistance with identifying and retrieving packages targeted by CBP, either at the
ISCs or in the domestic mail stream.52 After receiving clearance from CBP, the
Postal Service transports mail to processing and distribution plants around the
country.
ECOs such as DHL, FedEx, and UPS also accept and deliver parcels and
packages bound for the United States from customers in foreign countries. These
companies have agreements and package acceptance operations in hundreds of
countries around the world. Unlike the Postal Service, ECOs own and operate
airplanes used to transport international cargo. These airplanes similarly arrive at
private mail processing facilities across the United States.53 Private express parcels
and packages also undergo x-ray screening to ensure they do not contain dangerous
or hazardous materials. Like the Postal Service, ECOs are required to
accommodate CBP officials at their facilities to allow for screening and inspection
before international mail officially enters the U.S. mail stream.54

39 U.S.C. §§ 407(b)(1), (b)(2)(D) (2016).
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE, 2010 COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENT ON POSTAL OPERATIONS 31 (2010).
52 18 U.S.C. § 3061 (2016).
53 DHL Key Facts: United States, http://www.dhl-usa.com/en/country_profile/key_facts.html; About
FedEx, http://about.van.fedex.com/our-story/global-reach/; UPS Air Operation Facts,
https://www.pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.page?ConceptType=FactSheets&id
=1426321563773-779.
54 Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (testimony of Norman Schenk, Vice President of
Global Customs Policy and Public Affairs, United Parcel Service).
50
51
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C. Preventing Fentanyl and Synthetic Opioids from Entering the
United States
CBP, in collaboration with the Postal Service and ECOs, is tasked with
preventing international mail shipments containing illicit drugs from entering the
United States. As previously indicated, CBP officials are located at Postal Service
ISCs and ECO facilities. The use of advanced electronic data (“AED”) linked to each
package from shipment manifests enhances CBP’s ability to target individual
packages potentially containing contraband, including illicit drugs such as fentanyl.
1. U.S. Customs and Border Protection
CBP is among the primary federal agencies responsible for securing
America’s borders, “while facilitating lawful international travel and trade.”55 CBP
has authority to screen shipments from foreign postal operators and ECOs for
contraband including illegal drugs or counterfeit goods.56 CBP monitors
international shipments arriving in the United States at airports, maritime ports of
entry, and through land borders in the north and south. 57 CBP has enforcement
authority to open and inspect all inbound international mail and cargo to ensure
compliance with U.S. trade and safety laws, rules, and regulations.58 The Postal
Service and ECOs support CBP’s mission to prevent illegal items from entering the
United States by providing CBP with targeted packages, parcels, and shipments
that will undergo inspection.
2. Advanced Electronic Data and International Mail Acceptance
The growing volume of international mail poses challenges for both the
Postal Service and CBP.59 International mail package volume has more than
doubled since 2013, and the Postal Service can receive as many as one million
packages each day.60 More than half of all inbound international packages arrive at
New York’s JFK airport, one of the country’s five ISCs.61 CBP uses intelligence and
About CBP, https://www.cbp.gov/about.
19 C.F.R. § 162.6 (2017); see also generally 19 C.F.R. §§ 162.3–162.7 (2017).
57 Id.
58 Id.
59 Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (statement of Robert E. Perez, Executive Assistant
Commissioner in Office of Operations Support, U.S. Customs and Border Protection).
60 Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (statement of Tammy Whitcomb, Acting Inspector
General, U.S. Postal Service Office of Inspector General).
61 Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (statement of Sen. Rob Portman, Chairman, S.
55
56
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on-the-ground experience to target specific packages for further inspection.62 AED
from shipment manifests, in part, aids CBP’s targeting efforts.63
AED typically includes sender and recipient information such as names,
addresses, and package content.64 Foreign postal operators such as Hongkong Post,
China Post, and Australia Post collect and provide AED to the Postal Service for
international mail shipments.65 The Postal Service transmits any AED it receives
from foreign postal operators to CBP.66 There is presently no requirement for
foreign postal operators to provide AED to the Postal Service,67 although some
bilateral agreements executed by the Postal Service with foreign postal operators do
contain such a requirement. However, ECOs require AED as a condition of
accepting any shipment in every country where they choose to do business, and they
also transmit any AED they receive to CBP.68 Congress mandated the collection
and transmission of AED by ECOs in the Trade Act of 2002. That legislation did
not apply to the Postal Service and instead permits the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with the Postmaster
General, to determine whether the Postal Service must collect AED. As of the
publishing of this report, no such decision has been made.
Although not required to collect AED from foreign postal operators, the
Postal Service does receive AED from a number of countries. In total, in 2017 the
Postal Service received AED on 36 percent of all inbound international mail
volume.69 The chart on the next page shows the percentage of AED the Postal
Service receives from foreign posts on inbound international packages.

Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs).
62 See Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit
Drugs: Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017).
63 Id.
64 Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (statements of Tammy Whitcomb, Acting Inspector
General, U.S. Postal Service Office of Inspector General and Robert Cintron, Vice President of
Network Operations, U.S. Postal Service).
65 See Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit
Drugs: Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland
Security and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017).
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 19 C.F.R. § 122.48a (2017).
69 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Jan. 12, 2018) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
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The
e Percentt of AED Received
R
for
f Inboun
nd Intern
national P
Packages700

In
n the interrim, the Postal Servicce has alrea
ady entered into bilatteral and
multilatteral agree
ements with
h certain foreign
fo
posttal operatoors and inteernational
alliance
es, such as the Kahala
a Posts Gro
oup and th
he Internatiional Post Corporatioon.71
Some off these agre
eements in
nclude prov
visions requ
uiring the foreign posstal operattor
to share
e AED on packages
p
bo
ound for th
he United S
States.
The
T UPU ha
as also imp
plemented initiativess to increasse the amou
unt of AED
D
provided
d to the Po
ostal Servicce from fore
eign postall operatorss.72 Most recently, th
he
UPU ap
pproved a roadmap
r
fo
or the imple
ementation
n of AED-ssharing bettween posts,
customss agencies, and air ca
arriers to fa
acilitate the safe and efficient delivery of
internattional maill.73 Accord
ding to the UPU, this roadmap w
will be an eessential
component to ensu
uring that all posts arre able to eexchange A
AED by 202
20.74 In
t UPU’s developme
d
ent of an In
ntegrated P
Product Pla
an (“IPP”), the
conjunction with the
ow requiress that barcodes be pla
aced on all internatioonal packag
ges contain
ning
UPU no
United States Posta
al Service pro
oduction to th
he Subcomm
mittee (Jan. 12
2, 2018) (on ffile with the
Subcomm
mittee).
71 Stoppin
ng the Shipm
ment of Synth
hetic Opioids: Oversight off U.S. Strateg
gy to Combatt Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before
B
the S. Permanent Subcomm.
S
on
n Investigatioons of the S. C
Comm. on H
Homeland Seccurity
and Goveernmental Aff
ffairs, 115th Cong.
C
(2017) (statement oof Robert Cin
ntron, Vice President of
Network Operations, U.S. Postal Service).
S
72 Postal Development
D
t on the Move, Universal Postal Union
n, (Aug. 2017
7),
http://new
ws.upu.int/filleadmin/mag
gazine/2017/e
en/UPU-3414
4_UPU0217_EN_Final_W
Web.pdf.
73 Id.
74 Id.
70
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goods. Although
A
there
t
is no requireme
ent for the b
barcodes too contain d
data, their
placeme
ent on all packages
p
iss considered a first step in requiiring AED..

IIII.

ONL
LINE SEL
LLERS OF
F SYNTHE
ETIC OPIO
OIDS OPE
ERATE OP
PENLY
USIN
NG COMM
MON SHIP
PPING AN
ND PAYM
MENT MET
THODS

The Internet has significa
antly contrributed to tthe increassed availab
bility of dea
adly
7 It is not
synthetic opioids in
i the Unitted States.75
t difficult too find illegal drugs su
uch
as synth
hetic opioid
ds advertissed for sale on both th
he open weeb and the d
dark web.
An
nd since operators and distributtors
can
n remain a
anonymouss online, th
hese
onlline markeetplaces sig
gnificantly
red
duce the riisk of detecction
asssociated wiith purcha
asing fentan
nyl
an
nd other syn
nthetic opiioids.
Th
he Subcomm
mittee set oout to
dettermine ju
ust how eassy it is to find
syn
nthetic opiioids adverrtised and
ava
ailable for sale onlinee. It found
da
numberr of online sellers
s
willling to open
nly discusss how they could ship illegal
synthetic opioids to
t the Unitted States. The Subcoommittee iinitially ussed common
n
Internett search tools to disco
over websittes offering
g drugs forr sale on th
he open web
b
and then searched
d the dark web
w with more
m
advan
nced tools. Over the ccourse of ju
ust
one mon
nth, the Su
ubcommitte
ee identifie
ed dozens oof websites offering sy
ynthetic
opioids for sale, th
he overt tecchniques ussed by onliine sellers to commun
nicate with
h
prospective buyerss of illegal drugs, and
d various foorms of rea
adily availa
able paymeent
pping meth
hods for usse. As show
wn above, oonline selleers openly advertise
and ship
dangero
ous and dea
adly synthetic opioidss for purch
hase.76
The
T results are alarming and illu
ustrative oof how illeg
gal drug sa
ales brazenlly
take pla
ace online. This sectiion summa
arizes the S
Subcommitttee’s findin
ngs and details
case stu
udies of the
e Subcomm
mittee’s com
mmunicatioons with th
he websitess. First, th
he
Briefing with the U.S.
U Dep’t of Homeland
H
Se
ecurity, Homeeland Security Investigattions (July 13
3,
2017); Sto
opping the Sh
hipment of Synthetic
S
Opio
oids: Oversig
ght of U.S. Sttrategy to Combat Illicit D
Drugs
Before Peerm. Subcomm
m. on Investiigations, 115tth Cong. 24 ((2017) (testim
mony of Greg
gory D. Thom
me,
Director, Office of Spe
ecialized and Technical Agencies,
A
Burreau of Int’l O
Org. Affairs, U
U.S. Dep’t off
State) (“In addition to
o shipments that
t
find theiir way into th
he United Sttates from across our land
d
borders and
a through express
e
deliv
very services, illicit fentan
nyl and otherr illicit drugss also enter th
he
country through interrnational maiil, typically in small shipm
ments purch
hased online b
by individuall
customers.”).
76 Screens
shot (June 20
0, 2017) (on file
f with the Subcommitteee); Screensh
hot of Websitte D (June 13
3,
2017) (on
n file with the
e Subcommittee).
75
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Subcom
mmittee
commun
nicated witth
numerous website
es
offering
g synthetic
opioids for sale.
Represe
entatives fo
or
these websites
respond
ded quickly
y—
sometim
mes within
minutess—and
engaged
d in
sophistiicated saless
techniqu
ues to offerr
exclusiv
ve productss and discounts for bu
ulk orders. Second, the sellers eexpressed a
ut also con
preferen
nce for cryp
ptocurrencies such ass bitcoin; bu
nveyed a wiillingness tto
accept bank
b
transffers, mobille paymentt services, a
and money
y orders. T
Third, the
sellers offered
o
various shipm
ment option
ns, but unifformly prefferred the U
United Sta
ates
Postal Service.
S
A. Metho
odology fo
or Identify
ying and C
Communiicating wiith Online
e
Opioid
d Sellers
To
T locate on
nline sellers offering to
t ship syn
nthetic opiooids to the United Sta
ates,
the Subcommittee
e posed as a first-time
e drug purcchaser, rely
ying on rea
adily availa
able
online tools and se
earch engin
nes. The in
ntent was tto mimic an average Internet u
user
by searcching comm
mon fentan
nyl-related terms and
d asking the sellers sttraightforw
ward
ment and sshipping m
question
ns about th
heir produccts and ava
ailable paym
methods. F
From
May 8, 2017
2
to June 12, 2017
7, the Subccommittee searched G
Google usin
ng basic seearch
terms to
o identify websites
w
ad
dvertising synthetic
s
oopioids for sale, as sh
hown in thee
previous screensho
ot. These search
s
term
ms includeed “fentany
yl for sale,” “buy fenta
anyl
online,” “fentanyl available online,”
o
and
d “buy reseearch chem
micals.”77 T
The
Subcom
mmittee identified 24 websites
w
(tthe “online sellers”) ooffering syn
nthetic opiooids
for purcchase, inclu
uding fenta
anyl and ca
arfentanil.
To
T contact the
t online sellers,
s
the
e Subcomm
mittee creatted an onlin
ne persona
a
and ema
ail addresss for all dru
ug-related communica
c
ation with websites ooffering thee
sale of synthetic
s
op
pioids—on
n both the open
o
web a
and dark web. The Su
ubcommitttee
either sent email messages
m
or
o filled in contact forrms on the websites tto initiate
commun
nication. Five
F
websittes appeare
ed to no lon
nger be fun
nctional at the time th
he
Subcom
mmittee atte
empted iniitial contacct. Additio nally, some email addresses
bounced
d back as no
n longer va
alid, and otthers neverr replied.
Screensshot of google
e.com search
h “buy fentanyl online” (N
Nov. 17, 2017)) (on file with
h the
Subcomm
mittee).
77
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Six
S websites the
Subcom
mmittee con
ntacted werre
active and
a respond
ded to the
Subcom
mmittee’s em
mail
requests. These websites
w
offered potential
p
buyers
b
the
opportu
unity to com
mmunicate
directly with custo
omer servicce
represen
ntatives re
egarding
question
ns or otherr concerns.
For app
proximately
y two
months, the Subco
ommittee
commun
nicated dirrectly with
several of these cu
ustomer
service representa
r
atives for
websites offering synthetic
s
opioids and other illicit
i
drug
gs
for sale and shipm
ment to the
United States. Th
he
Subcom
mmittee focu
used on
these six online se
ellers who
respond
ded in a rea
asonable time frame and
a adverttised synth
hetic opioid
ds for sale:







Website
eA
Website
eB
Website
eC
Website
eD
Website
eE
Website
eF

While
W
the Subcommitt
S
tee engage
ed in prolon
nged discusssions with
h individua
als
associatted with th
he above-lissted websittes, at no tiime did thee Subcomm
mittee agreee to
make a purchase, send any payment,
p
or
o receive a
any shipmeents of drug
gs.
Commu
unications with
w
the we
ebsites rela
ated only tto quantity
y and type oof drugs
availablle for purch
hase, paym
ment metho
ods, and sh
hipping dettails. Addittionally, in
n
order to
o provide acctionable le
eads to app
propriate la
aw enforceement auth
horities, thee
Subcom
mmittee is not
n includin
ng the nam
mes of the w
websites in
n this publiic report.
B. Online
e Sellers Responde
R
ed Within Minutes
Numerous
N
online
o
selle
ers were ea
ager to eng
gage in com
mmunicatioons with th
he
Subcom
mmittee and
d answer any
a questions needed to complette a sale.
Commu
unicating with
w
the onlline sellerss was criticcal to learn
ning more a
about theirr
identity
y, shipping concealme
ent method
ds, transit rroutes, and
d other infoormation n
not
28

posted publicly on the websites. The representatives generally responded quickly,
offering fentanyl and other, more powerful, drugs for sale. In many instances, the
public websites lacked the specific information detailed below that was later
communicated to the Subcommittee in emails by representatives for the online
sellers.
The Subcommittee sent the same initial request message to all of the online
sellers advertising fentanyl for sale. The message requested information regarding
the purported quality of the product, which drugs were being offered, drug prices,
preferred shipping method, country of origin, payment method, and how the online
seller would attempt to evade law enforcement or customs seizures. None of the
online sellers attempted to disguise the drug products for sale, and all
communicated openly via email.
The online sellers responded with substantive answers to the Subcommittee’s
questions. For example, as shown below, Website F responded within six minutes
to the Subcommittee’s request to purchase fentanyl and even offered to upsell to
carfentanil,78 an even stronger and more dangerous synthetic opioid.79

Carfentanil is a synthetic opioid with a potency 100 times greater than fentanyl, and 10,000 times
greater than morphine. Under the Controlled Substances Act, carfentanil is classified as a Schedule
II narcotic which is customarily used as a tranquilizing agent for elephants and other large animals.
Press Release, DEA Issues Carfentanil Warning to Police and Public, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Drug
Enforcement Administration (Sept. 22, 2016),
https://www.dea.gov/divisions/hq/2016/hq092216.shtml.
79 Email communication (June 15, 2017) (App. 0285).
78
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80

Of
O the five other
o
onlin
ne sellers co
ontacted by
y the Subcommittee, four
respond
ded within an hour off receiving the
t Subcom
mmittee’s ooffer to buy
y fentanyl a
and
the fifth
h seller resp
ponded in less than 13
1 hours.
C. Online
e Sellers Monitor
M
Drug
D
“Sch
heduling”
Online
O
selle
ers showed
d a high lev
vel of sophistication, d
demonstratting
knowled
dge of recen
nt U.S. and
d Chinese efforts
e
to ccombat illiccit drug salles. Accord
ding
to the U.S.-China
U
Economic and Securiity Review Commissiion, becausse fentanyl is
not wide
ely used ass a recreatiional drug in China, a
authoritiess there histtorically
placed little
l
emphasis on con
ntrolling itss productioon and salee.81 Howev
ver, the
Chinese
e governme
ent recently
y announce
ed several scheduling
g control orrders for

Id.
U.S.-CHINA
H
ECONOM
MIC AND SECU
URITY REVIEW
W COMMISSIO
ON, FENTANYL
L: CHINA’S DE
EADLY EXPOR
RT TO
THE UNIT
TED STATES 2 (2017) (“According to U.S
S. law enforccement and d
drug investiga
ators, China is
the main supplier of fentanyl
f
to th
he United Sta
ates, Mexico,, and Canada
a. Because illlicit fentanyll is
not widelly used in Ch
hina, authoritties place litttle emphasis on controllin
ng its production and
export.”).
80
81
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fentany
yl and relatted
substan
nces.82 Thiis resulted
d in
both ch
hallenges a
and
opportu
unities for online selllers
based iin China.
F
For examp
ple, one
commoonly abused
d fentanyl
producct, often refferred to by
y its
chemiccal pseudon
nym of U47700, was sched
duled and
banned
d by the DE
EA in
Septemb
ber 2016.833 On June 19, 2017, China
C
addeed the drug
g to its list of controllled
substan
nces, effectiive July 1, 2017.84 Website
W
Aa
apparently viewed Ch
hina’s
scheduling of U-47
7700 as a unique
u
busiiness opportunity. O
On June 25, 2017,
Website
e A notified
d the Subco
ommittee that
t
the coompany wa
as only selliing U-4770
00
85
until Ju
uly 1, 2017.. The onlline seller’ss website p
publicly adv
vertised th
his as a “hoot
sale,” ev
ven allowin
ng buyers to
t make offfers on the remaining
g product.866

87

On
O October 6, 2017, Website
W
A informed
i
th
he Subcom
mmittee tha
at U-47700
0 was
now discontinued. However,, U-48800, another feentanyl ana
alog, was a
available foor
88
wn in the sccreenshot below.
b
purchasse, as show

Press Release,
R
Chin
na announcess scheduling controls of neew psychoacttive substancces/fentanyl-class
substancees, Drug Enfo
orcement Administration
n, U.S. Dep’t oof Justice, (Ju
une 19, 2017
7),
https://ww
ww.dea.gov/d
divisions/hq/2
2017/hq061917.shtml.
83 List of Controlled Substances, Drug
D
Enforcem
ment Admin
nistration, U.S. Dep’t of Ju
ustice (Nov. 1
17,
2017), htttps://www.de
eadiversion.u
usdoj.gov/sche
edules/oranggebook/c_cs_a
alpha.pdf; Ex
xecutive Ordeer
2016-01K
K, Office of th
he Governor of
o Ohio (May
y 3, 2016),
http://ww
ww.governor.o
ohio.gov/Porttals/0/pdf/exe
ecutiveOrder s/Executive%
%20Order%202016-01K.p
pdf.
84 Press Release,
R
Chin
na announcess scheduling controls of neew psychoacttive substancces/fentanyl-class
substancees, Drug Enfo
orcement Administration
n, U.S. Dep’t oof Justice (Ju
une 19, 2017)),
https://ww
ww.dea.gov/d
divisions/hq/2
2017/hq061917.shtml.
85 Email communicati
c
ion (June 25, 2017) (App. 0260).
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Email communicati
c
ion (Oct. 6, 20
017) (App. 02
262).
82
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As
A of this re
eport, U-48
8800 is not currently scheduled in either tthe United
States or
o China. The
T DEA recently announced itt plans to p
publish a notice of inttent
to temporarily sch
hedule all fe
entanyl-rellated substtances on a
an emergen
ncy basis.
Accordin
ng to the DEA,
D
the te
emporary measure
m
wiill make it easier to p
prosecute
trafficke
ers of all fo
orms of fen
ntanyl-relatted substan
nces and w
will be effecctive for up
p to
two years, with th
he possibilitty of a one--year exten
nsion.89
1. Online Selllers Offered Discou
unts and C
Comparab
ble Opioid
ds
The
T online sellers
s
also
o routinely offered disscounts an
nd other opiioid produccts
compara
able to fenttanyl in an
n attempt to
t increase sales and profit. We
ebsite A
offered the
t most re
efined bulk
k order disccount. As shown beloow, discoun
nts were ba
ased
on quan
ntity ordere
ed, paymen
nt method, and if the customer w
wanted a g
guaranteed
d
shipmen
nt.90 The online
o
selle
er explained that a gu
uaranteed shipment w
was essenttially
an insurrance policcy—providiing the cusstomer with
h a replaceement shipment if thee
originall was seized
d.91

Press Release,
R
Depa
artment of Ju
ustice announ
nces significa
ant tool in prrosecuting opiioid traffickeers in
emergency
cy scheduling
g of all fentan
nyl’s, Drug En
nforcement A
Administratioon, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, (Nov.
9, 2017), https://www..dea.gov/divissions/hq/2017/hq110917.sshtml.
90 Email communicati
c
ion (June 15, 2017) (App. 0261).
91 Id.
89
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92
2

Website
W
B offered
o
to send
s
anoth
her packagee to the Su
ubcommitteee if the
originall order of fe
entanyl wa
as held by customs
c
au
uthorities ffor more th
han 14 dayss.93
If a pack
kage was held
h
for mo
ore than three weeks,, Website C offered too send a
replacem
ment packa
age. Howe
ever, Website C only offered resshipment iff Express M
Mail
Service (“EMS”), a product offered by many
m
UPU member p
postal opera
ators,
includin
ng China Post,
P
was ussed and wo
ould not gu
uarantee otther shippiing method
ds.
The term
m “EMS” iss generally
y synonymo
ous with a country’s g
governmen
nt-run
shipping
g service. As an exam
mple, “Chin
na Post” an
nd “EMS,” both refer to China’ss
official postal
p
deliv
very servicce. The sam
me is true ffor the Posstal Servicee; it, too, coould
9 In additiion to resh
accurate
ely be calle
ed “EMS.”94
hipment, W
Website C ooffered a fu
ull
refund within
w
two business days
d
to cusstomers wh
ho did not w
want to hav
ve a packa
age
reshipped, as show
wn below.955

Id.
Email communicati
c
ion (June 15, 2017) (App. 0257).
94 What is
s EMS?, Univ
versal Postall Union (2017
7), http://www
w.ems.post/w
what_is_ems.
95 Screens
shot of Webssite C (Nov. 17,
1 2017) (on file with thee Subcommitttee).
92
93
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Another
A
onlline seller, Website D,
D offered tthe Subcom
mmittee a 2
20 percent
96
discount on fentan
nyl orders over
o
one kiilogram. Finally, W
Website C, as shown
below, offered
o
seve
eral alternative drugs when thee requested
d fentanyl p
product wa
as
out of sttock.

97

The
T online sellers
s
also
o expressed
d confidencce that theiir productss would be
delivere
ed as ordered. Websiite A, Webssite B, and
d Website C all offereed reshipm
ment
guaranttees and ag
greed to ressend produ
ucts if the p
package wa
as held by Customs.98
Website
e A require
ed an addittional fee fo
or a reship
pment guarrantee and
d provided a
an
incentiv
ve to order more drug
gs to save on
o potentia
al reshippin
ng costs. W
Website A’ss
minimu
um order fo
or two gram
ms of fentan
nyl with a reshipmen
nt guaranteee cost $14
45,
versus $78
$ withou
ut a guaran
ntee, for a savings
s
of 7
7.6 percentt if the firsst shipmentt
Email communicati
c
ion (June 13, 2017) (App. 0275).
Email communicati
c
ion (June 16, 2017) (App. 0273).
98 Email communicati
c
ion (June 15, 2017) (App. 00931); Screeenshot of We
Website C (Jun
ne 20, 2017) (on
file with the
t Subcomm
mittee).
96
97
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was seizzed.99 Web
bsite A’s orrder of one kilogram oof fentanyll with a resshipment
guaranttee cost $10
0,949, verssus $7,573 without a guarantee,, at a savin
ngs of 38.3
100
percent if the initiial shipmen
nt is seized
d.
Website D did n
not offer reeshipment, but
did offerr the Subco
ommittee a full refun
nd if a purcchase was n
not deliverred.101
D. Online
e Sellers Prefer
P
Bittcoin
All
A of the on
nline sellerrs accepted
d payment iin the form
m of bitcoin
n, which wa
as
their prreferred pay
yment metthod. Bitco
oin is “completely dig
gital money
y” and “thee
first deccentralized
d peer-to-pe
eer paymen
nt network
k.”102 Bitcooin is descrribed as “ca
ash
10
03 Some of
for the Internet.”
I
f the online
e sellers con
ntacted by
y the Subcoommittee
offered substantia
al discountss if bitcoin was used ffor paymen
nt.104 Webssite F initiially
b
as the
t only av
vailable forrm of paym
ment beforee the Subcoommittee
offered bitcoin
requeste
ed other pa
ayment me
ethods.105 Website
W
C described bitcoin as the “most
convenient” payme
ent method
d, as shown
n below.1066

n addition to anonym
mity, using bitcoin can
n be cheapeer than proocessing fu
unds
In
through
h more trad
ditional me
eans, such as wire tra
ansfers and
d money orrders. For
Email communicati
c
ion (June 15, 2017) (App. 0261).
Id.
101 Email communicat
tion (June 15
5, 2017) (App. 0278).
102 Bitcoin
n.org, Frequeently Asked Questions,
Q
htttps://bitcoin.oorg/en/faq#w
what-is-bitcoin
n.
103 Id.
104 Screen
nshot of Webssite E (Nov. 14, 2017) (on
n file with th e Subcommitttee); Email ccommunicatiion
(June 25, 2017) (App. 0260).
105 Email communicat
tion (June 15
5, 2017) (App. 0282).
106 Email communicat
tion (June 20
0, 2017) (App. 0269).
99

100
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example, Western Union enforces a $500 per transaction limit and a $1,000
monthly sending limit—and there are fees associated with sending money.107
Bitcoin, by contrast, does not have these transactional limits. According to the
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, a user of virtual currency is not a Money
Services Business (MSB) and is therefore not subject to registration, reporting, and
recordkeeping regulations with U.S. financial regulators.108
While bitcoin was the preferred payment option, the online sellers contacted
by the Subcommittee accepted various other payment forms, including Western
Union transfers, MoneyGram, PayPal, credit card, gift card, and even direct bank
transfer. For example, Website D offered the Subcommittee numerous payment
options including credit card, Visa/MasterCard gift card, bank transfer, and bitcoin.
The website’s shipping time even varied depending on the payment method:
“Discreet shipping within 30 minutes are [sic] only available for VISA/
MASTERCARD Gift Cards payments. For Credit Card and Bitcoin payments, it
will take 1-2 hours before order can be ship [sic] since payment is not instant.”109
The Subcommittee’s investigation further revealed that there is risk for
purchasers relying on a traditional MSB, or money remitter,110 as opposed to the
more anonymous cryptocurrencies. On July 21, 2017, the Subcommittee requested
payment information from Western Union related to various online seller accounts.
Shortly thereafter, Western Union notified the Subcommittee that they were closing
the accounts at issue in the Subcommittee’s request. As a result of having their
Western Union accounts closed, at least two of the websites formally changed their
payment policies and began only accepting bitcoin. Specifically, on July 26, 2017,
Website A sent the following email on July 26, 2017, stating it no longer accepted
Western Union and would only accept bitcoin:

Western Union, Frequently Asked Questions, https://www.westernunion.com/us/en/customercare/cc-faqs.html.
108 Application of FinCEN’s Regulations to Persons Administering, Exchanging, or Using Virtual
Currencies, FIN-2013-G001, U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT
NETWORK (Mar. 18, 2013); Money Services Business Definition, U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREASURY,
FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK (Nov. 1, 2016), https://www.fincen.gov/money-servicesbusiness-definition.
109 Email communication (June 15, 2017) (App. 0275).
110 A money remitter is any individual who engages in the business of transferring funds abroad
through remittance transfer providers such as banks, credit unions, and other financial services
companies. See 31 C.F.R. § 103.11(uu)(5)(B) (2017); CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, What is a
Remittance Transfer? (2016), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/what-is-a-remittancetransfer-en-1161/.
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Website E also provided several tracking numbers to prove they were
capable of delivering their product.118 The tracking numbers all indicated recent
packages successfully shipped from China to various locations throughout the
United States.
Transshipment. As mentioned previously, transshipment is the process of
shipping goods through a second country, port, or territory before they arrive at
their final destination.119 Investigators with the Department of Homeland
Security’s Homeland Security Investigations (“HSI”) reported seeing packages
“purposefully” diverted through various countries as transshipment points to avoid
both Chinese and U.S. customs authorities.120 Additionally, CBP officials indicated
that transshipment is a “huge problem” as packages containing illicit goods are
being routed through countries with less scrutiny.121
One online seller relied on transshipment as a way to give potential buyers
confidence that the illegal drugs would arrive without incident. Website B stated,
below, they would ship fentanyl to the United States via EMS. Although the
fentanyl was manufactured in China, the dealer indicated it would be transshipped
through a European country, which was described as a “low risky [sic] country.”122

117 Email communication (June 20, 2017) (App. 0281). As a reminder, the Subcommittee did not
complete any purchases: Website E provided a tracking number solely as evidence that it
successfully shipped packages directly from China to the United States.
118 Email communication (June 15, 2017) (App. 0280); Email communication (June 20, 2017) (App.
0281).
119 U.S. CUSTOMS & BORDER PROTECTION, CSMS #98-000243, Textile Transshipment Report (1998).
120 Briefing with the U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, Homeland Security Investigations (July 13,
2017).
121 Briefing with U.S. Dep’t. of Homeland Security, Customs and Border Protection (Aug. 21, 2017);
Briefing with the U.S. Postal Service (Aug. 21, 2017).
122 Email communication (June 19, 2017) (App. 0259).
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Subcommittee staff examined over two million lines of shipment data
produced by the Postal Service, CBP, and the three ECOs. The shipment data
examined typically included unique identifiers associated with specific individuals,
including the receiver’s name, address, and the date of shipping. The Postal
Service’s international data sometimes lacked sender information, which could have
allowed the Subcommittee to determine a common drug shipper or a common
pattern of activity to assist with shipment targeting. The Subcommittee searched
multiple datasets several different ways by limiting information and conducting a
manual review to determine address matches.
Additionally, the Postal Service does not always require a return shipping
address. This information was excluded in much of the domestic shipment data
reviewed. And even when the return address information was present, some
shipments still lacked a definitive house or apartment number or street name.
However, the Subcommittee conducted an expanded search of Postal Service records
to identify the source location of the suspected drug shipments.
Despite these limitations, the Subcommittee had significant success tracking
shipments to individuals in the United States who also sent international money
wires within approximately one week of the shipment. This examination led to the
Subcommittee’s findings discussed below.
Finally, in examining the data, the Subcommittee observed another
limitation that impacts the Postal Service or law enforcement’s ability to monitor
suspicious packages entering the United States. Much of the data the
Subcommittee received was not provided as AED to CBP or the Postal Service prior
to the package arriving in the United States. Rather, as the package traveled
through the domestic mail stream for delivery, Postal Service systems generated
the data. At delivery, the data for Postal Service packages mirrored the data
collected by the ECOs when they take possession of a package from a customer.
B. The Subcommittee Identified a Likely U.S.-Based Distributor for
Chinese Produced Fentanyl and Other Deadly Synthetic Opioids
The buyers identified by the Subcommittee lived in more than three dozen
states and seemingly had no connection except for making purchases from a
common online seller. However, another common thread that emerged is that one
Pennsylvania address was used to send more than 120 packages tied to payments to
an online seller during a two-month period in early 2017.131 The Subcommittee
found a compelling connection between the timing of the payment data and the
shipment data. Oftentimes, shipments were sent within one day of the receipt of
United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 9, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
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payment. The chart below shows a sampling of the more than 120 shipments that
followed payments sent to an online seller advertising opioids for sale.132

Payment
Amount
$154.00
$276.00
$341.00
$82.00
$212.50
$334.00
$199.00
$290.00
$322.02
$96.20
$659.56
$133.40
$310.00
$76.20
$232.50
$114.60
$221.00
$104.80

Payment Sent Package Sent
to Online
from PA
Seller
Address
11/8/2016
11/10/2016
1/8/2017
1/9/2017
1/11/2017
1/12/2017
1/11/2017
1/13/2017
1/12/2017
1/13/2017
1/19/2017
1/20/2017
1/19/2017
1/20/2017
1/20/2017
1/23/2017
1/21/2017
1/23/2017
1/23/2017
1/24/2017
1/23/2017
1/25/2017
1/28/2017
1/31/2017
2/1/2017
2/1/2017
2/2/2017
2/6/2017
2/4/2017
2/7/2017
2/4/2017
2/7/2017
2/4/2017
2/7/2017
2/6/2017
2/7/2017

In addition, upon further examination of these shipments, the Subcommittee
found numerous instances of shipments that went to individuals who (1) were
arrested for drug offenses; (2) tragically died from drug overdoses; or (3) were active
payers to the online sellers, as further described below.
Based on these findings, it is likely that an active drug distributor in
Pennsylvania is acting as a distributor for an internationally-based website that
advertises synthetic opioids for sale on the open web.
C. The Subcommittee Identified Seven Individuals Who Wired
Money to Online Sellers and Later Died of Drug Overdoses
The Subcommittee’s investigation further confirmed the deadly nature of the
opioid epidemic. Of the more than 300 individuals identified in the data, the
Western Union Productions; United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov.
9, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
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Subcommittee identified seven deceased individuals who died from a fentanyl or
other synthetic opioid overdose who wired money to accounts linked to the online
sellers identified in this report. The Subcommittee also identified shipments
received by those deceased individuals that correspond with the dates when money
was wired to the websites. In fact, in one example discussed below, an individual
received a package the day before his death.
One such individual identified by the Subcommittee was a 49-year-old Ohio
man who paid roughly $2,500 to an online seller over the course of 10 months from
May 2016 to February 2017. Over that time period, he received 18 packages
through the Postal Service that closely corresponded with the dates he wired money
to an online seller. For example, on May 14, 2016 and October 27, 2016, he sent
$134 and $310 respectively, and on both occasions packages bound for his address
entered the international mail system on the same days he made payments. Nearly
all of the other payments coincided closely with the dates a package was sent
through the Postal Service. Five international packages sent to this Ohioan
coincided with foreign wire payments made to one of the online sellers.133 At least
one of these packages came directly from China and the ISC in Chicago processed it.
According to publicly available tracking information, both packages spent less than
24 hours processing through CBP in Chicago.134 And, as shown below, one of the
packages spent roughly an hour in customs before being processed through for
delivery.

Western Union Productions; United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov.
9, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
134 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 9, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
133
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November 3, 2016, a package was sent to him from the suspected Pennsylvaniabased distributor. On February 6, 2017, he sent $104.80 and had a package mailed
to him from the suspected Pennsylvania-based address on February 7, 2017.140 Five
months later, he died on July 16, 2017 from a fentanyl overdose.141
Finally, another Michigan man sent roughly $400 dollars to an online seller
in late 2016.142 On November 25, 2016, he wired more than $200 to an
international online seller and, on December 2, 2016, he received a package linked
to the Pennsylvania-based distributor.143 Public records indicate that just one day
later, he died of an accidental overdose of multiple drugs, including a fentanyl
analogue.144 Over the course of a year before his death, he received at least five
additional packages linked to the Pennsylvania-based distributor.145
D. The Subcommittee Identified 18 Individuals Who Wired Money
to Online Sellers Who Were Arrested or Convicted of Serious
Drug-Related Offenses
The Subcommittee identified 18 individuals who were arrested or convicted of
serious drug-related offenses who also sent money to online sellers. Ten of these
individuals previously had an arrest or conviction for possession or possession with
intent to distribute drugs and later sent money to an online seller and received a
package. The remaining eight were arrested after they sent money and received a
package. Arrests took place in states including Ohio, Pennsylvania, Florida, New
York, and Massachusetts. Criminal charges for the individuals ranged from intent
to distribute, to endangering the welfare of a child, to possession of controlled
substances.
For example, one individual from Ohio was indicted in early 2017 for
possession with intent to distribute nearly three pounds of fentanyl.146 The
Subcommittee identified one payment to an online seller in mid-2016 of more than
one thousand dollars.147 Although the individual used a fake name to receive
international packages containing large quantities of fentanyl, law enforcement
authorities were able to identify him and conducted a controlled delivery.148
Id.
Autopsy records on file with the Subcommittee.
142 Western Union Productions.
143 Western Union Productions; United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov.
9, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
144 Autopsy records on file with the Subcommittee.
145 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 9, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
146 Records on file with the Subcommittee.
147 Western Union Productions.
148 Id.; Securing the Maritime Border: The Future of CBP Air and Marine Before the Subcomm. on
Border and Maritime Security of the H. Comm. on Homeland Security, 114th Cong. (2015) (testimony
140
141
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According to publicly available information, this individual told law enforcement he
ordered the fentanyl online from China after a family member showed him how to
do it.149 Under the current sentencing guidelines, this individual is facing a
minimum prison sentence of ten years.150
Another individual, also from Ohio, sent more than $3,500 over a two-month
span in mid-2016 to an online seller located in China.151 He received four
international packages with tracking details indicating they originated in China.152
According to publicly available information, this individual was charged with intent
to distribute fentanyl that would ultimately cause the death of another
individual.153 He was later sentenced to more than 15 years in prison.154
Finally, one man from New York was arrested and charged with one count of
conspiracy to distribute large quantities of fentanyl.155 According to payment
records reviewed by the Subcommittee, he sent at least one payment in mid-2016 to
an online seller located in China worth more than $1,500.156 In publicly available
documents, he was accused of receiving several kilograms of fentanyl and
repackaging the drugs into smaller quantities for resale.157
E. The Subcommittee Identified Two Individuals Likely Engaged in
the Distribution of Synthetic Opioids
The Subcommittee identified at least two additional individuals who are
likely engaged in the online purchase and distribution of synthetic opioids,
including fentanyl. One individual in Kansas wired nearly $2,500 to an online
seller over a two-month period in late 2016.158 The day after wiring one of those
payments, the suspected Pennsylvania-based distributor sent the individual a
package.159 Further, this same individual received more than 30 suspect
international packages from ECOs and the Postal Service containing supplies and
of Randolph D. Alles, Assistant Commissioner, Office of Air and Marine, U.S. Customs and Border
Protection) (A controlled delivery is a technique whereby a smuggling suspect agrees to accept and
open a package known to contain illegal goods, but is under observation by law enforcement.).
149 Records on file with the Subcommittee.
150 Id.
151 Western Union Productions.
152 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 9, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
153 Records on file with the Subcommittee.
154 Id.
155 Id.
156 Western Union Productions.
157 Records on file with the Subcommittee.
158 Western Union Productions.
159 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 9, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
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other materials typically used to produce mass quantities of pills for distribution.160
The package description information submitted to CBP included pill presses used to
compress powders into tablets.161 This individual also ordered chemical bonding
agents commonly used in the mass production of tablets and pills.162 Finally, at
least one chemical listed on shipment records for merchandise purchased by this
individual is commonly used to create a distinctive and marketable color for tablets
and pills.163
Finally, a different individual in Ohio sent more than $3,000 to an online
seller over a four month period from late 2016 to early 2017.164 He received
international packages—three from China and one from Hong Kong.165 He also
received three additional suspect packages containing items commonly used in the
mass production of pills and tablets.166 The shipment data indicated the packages
contained chemicals, such as coloring agents, and empty plastic casings commonly
used to create tablets and pills.167 And one chemical listed on the shipment data is
known to be used specifically for synthetic opioid production.168

Id.; CBP production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 26, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee); FedEx
Corporation production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 17, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee); FedEx
Corporation production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 14, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee); United
Parcel Service, Inc. production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 6, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee);
DHL Express U.S. production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 3, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
161 Drug Enforcement Administration, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, DEA-DCT-DIB-021-16, Counterfeit
Prescription Pills Containing Fentanyls: A Global Threat 2 (July 2016) (“Clandestine pill press
operations also occur in the United States. Traffickers usually purchase powdered fentanyls and pill
presses from China to create counterfeit pills to supply illicit U.S. drug markets. Under U.S. law,
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) must be notified of the importation of a pill press.
However, foreign pill press vendors often mislabel the equipment or send it disassembled to avoid
law enforcement detection.”).
162 CBP production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 26, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee); DHL
Express U.S. production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 3, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
163 FedEx Corporation production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 17, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
164 Western Union Productions.
165 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 9, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
166 CBP production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 26, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
167 Id.
168 Records on file with the Subcommittee.
160
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V.

CBP AND THE POSTAL SERVICE ARE ONLY MAKING LIMITED USE
OF ADVANCED ELECTRONIC DATA TO IDENTIFY, TARGET, AND
SEIZE ILLICIT INTERNATIONAL PACKAGES OF SYNTHETIC
OPIOIDS

CBP uses AED to identify international packages that might contain illicit
items. To assist in this effort, the Postal Service has made strides to increase the
amount of AED it collects through various bilateral agreements with foreign postal
operators. Effectively using the data to identify, target, and seize illicit
international packages, however, remains a significant challenge. Before June
2017, CBP used AED to target suspect packages at only one of the Postal Service’s
ISCs through a pilot program. The Subcommittee’s investigation found that the
pilot program was in considerable disarray and disorganization, which hampered
the efficient use of AED to target packages.
This section discusses the development and operation of the pilot program, its
inefficiencies, and the decision by the Postal Service and CBP to delay a nationwide
expansion.
A. Rapid Growth of Inbound International Mail Presents
Challenges for Effective Screening and Inspection
The rapid growth of inbound international mail packages presents challenges
for CBP’s effective screening and inspection. The inbound international mail
processed by the Postal Service and inspected by CBP has experienced double digit
percentage growth over each of the last three years.169 This growth has been
disproportionate at the JFK ISC in New York because it is the largest of the five
major facilities that the Postal Service uses to receive and process inbound
international mail. According to the most recent data available, the Postal Service
recorded inbound international mail volume of more than 275 million packages.170
Nearly half of this volume arrived at the JFK ISC.171
CBP and the Postal Service did not adequately plan for this rapid growth of
inbound international mail. According to both CBP and Postal Service officials, the
recent increase in inbound international mail—specifically ePackets from China—
took officials by “surprise” and led to struggles in processing and inspecting the

United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Oct. 23, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
170 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (May 22, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
171 Id.
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mail.172 This growth also introduced unique operational and technical challenges
for CBP and the Postal Service, especially at the JFK ISC.173
For example, before November 2015, CBP did not have the ability to target
and inspect individual pieces of mail using AED. Instead, CBP inspected
international mail from specific countries determined by the agency to be a “country
of interest” or “country of concern.” CBP officers then manually inspected all of the
mail the Postal Service received from those targeted countries. CBP officers told
the Subcommittee that the targeted countries periodically changed based on CBP
officers’ experience, knowledge, and threat assessment.174 At times, however, CBP
did not list China on its country of interest list solely because the incoming volume
was too great.175 CBP also did not consistently inspect ePackets shipped from
China until the pilot program began at the JFK ISC in November 2015.176
B. The Postal Service and CBP Started a Pilot Program to Target
Packages for Inspection Using AED
The Postal Service and CBP recognized the significant challenge of
processing and screening hundreds of thousands of international mail packages
Interview with Charles Conti, United States Postal Service, Plant Manager, John F. Kennedy
International Airport, International Service Center (Oct. 26, 2017) (hereinafter Conti Interview (Oct.
26, 2017)); Interview with Quanla Owens, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, former Program
Manager, International Mail and Express Consignment Facilities, New York Field Office (Nov. 20,
2017) (hereinafter Owens Interview (Nov. 20, 2017)); Interview with Manuel Garza, U.S. Customs
and Border Protection, Director, Manifest & Conveyance Security (Nov. 1, 2017) (hereinafter Garza
Interview (Nov. 1, 2017)); CBP-PSI-000075 (App. 0002) (A Postal Service email on May 5, 2015 to
CBP officials stated that the Postal Service did “not have a project growth rate for ePackets over the
next year at this time.” The Postal Service official indicated CBP could examine historic growth rate
patterns instead of a prediction.).
173 USPS-PSI-00009844 (App. 0053) (“The growing inbound volume has outgrown the facility and is
causing congestion at the JFK ISC, which overloads the operations. In order to alleviate the issues
caused by the growing inbound volume, the JFK ISC is interested in a one-year pilot test to move
some of the handling of Chinese inbound ePacket mail to a new Annex facility near the JFK airport,
provided by the supplier.”); see also Office of the Inspector General, United States Postal Service,
MS-AR-17-003, Inbound International Mail Operations 1 (Dec. 30, 2016).
174 Subcommittee staff visit to JFK ISC (Sept. 14, 2017); Subcommittee staff visit to LAX ISC (Aug.
22, 2017).
175 CBP-PSI-000083 (App. 0008) (“When we were out at the LA IMF they were working off of a [sic]
Enforcement Countries list for July which consisted of 22 countries. China was not one of the
countries on the list.”); Interview with Leon Hayward, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Acting
Director, New York Field Operations (Oct. 31, 2017) (hereinafter Hayward Interview (Oct. 31, 2017))
(indicating that at some points China was “excluded” from the country of interest list because of the
volume).
176 Office of the Inspector General, United States Postal Service, MS-AR-17-003, Inbound
International Mail Operations 6 (Dec. 30, 2016) (“Specifically, CBP does not inspect all mailpieces
and often requests that only certain samples or mailpieces be presented by Postal Service employees
for inspection. For example, CBP did not typically inspect ePackets from China at the JFK ISC prior
to November 2015.”).
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arriving in the United States each and every day.177 It is important to note that the
two agencies’ very different missions added to the complications that came with the
increased volume of packages. The Postal Service accepts all international mail
from foreign postal operators and delivers that mail within certain timeframes to its
intended recipient. CBP, meanwhile, has a national security mission to review
suspect international cargo, including packages, without concern for speedy
delivery. This tension contributed to difficulties between the two agencies over the
course of the pilot program.
To better handle the growing international mail volume, the Postal Service
and CBP collaborated on a pilot program at the JFK ISC designed to limit the
overall number of packages CBP manually screened.178 In January 2014, senior
Postal Service and CBP officials circulated an early draft work plan for “[i]nbound
pilot procedures.”179 According to this document, “[A]n advance system will allow
CBP to move away from a primarily manual method of targeting inbound mail to a
more selective processing approach.”180 The plan would also allow “for a more
systematic enforcement effort by CBP while at the same time enabling the USPS to
facilitate the mail through its process in a more expeditious manner.”181 Postal
Service and CBP officials told the Subcommittee that the pilot program started at
the JFK ISC because it receives the majority of inbound international mail.182
However, those same officials later admitted that the pilot program would have
been more effective had it started at an ISC receiving less volume.183
Originally, the pilot program reviewed AED for packages from France and
China.184 The Postal Service provided CBP with AED, which CBP then analyzes to
identify packages for the Postal Service to “hold” for inspection.185 CBP then
entered a “hold request” that is transmitted electronically to Postal Service
employees at the ISC. When Postal Service employees conducted initial verification
Conti Interview (Oct. 26, 2017); Owens Interview (Nov. 20, 2017); Garza Interview (Nov. 1, 2017).
USPS-PSI-00006720 (App. 0042) (“The sheer volumes of this mail and the risk profiles need to be
assessed.”); USPS-PSI-00009217 (App. 0048) (“[B]y leveraging the data, USPS can improve the
efficiency of mail processing.”).
179 USPS-PSI-00001983 (App. 0038).
180 Id.
181 Id.
182 Interview with Freemont Rigel, United States Postal Service, Executive Director, International
Strategy and Business Development (Nov. 2, 2017) (hereinafter Rigel Interview (Nov. 2, 2017));
Hayward Interview (Oct. 31, 2017).
183 Conti Interview (Oct. 26, 2017).
184 USPS-PSI-25256 (App. 0074) (Postal Service PowerPoint detailing the full data elements in
ITMATT message: Item ID, Sender Receiver Name and Address, Description of Contents, Content
Type, Quantity, Weight, Value, Harmonized Tariff code, Country of Origin, License Numbers,
Insurance Value, and Postage).
185 Subcommittee staff visit to U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s National Targeting Center
(Sept. 12, 2017).
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scans of inbound international mailings, they received notice if a package is
targeted for hold by CBP.186 Initially, CBP limited targeting to only ten packages a
day—a number that at least one CBP officer indicated was “just scratching the
[surface]” of the threat of illicit, dangerous goods entering the country via the
mail.187
The act of locating and providing a package to CBP for inspection is formally
known as “presentment.”188 At the beginning of the pilot program in November
2015, once the Postal Service was informed that a package had been targeted by
CBP, Postal Service employees would then locate and present either the package or
the full sack of mail believed to contain the package to CBP for inspection. While
the Postal Service eventually automated the presentment process, for most of the
pilot program’s operation, Postal Service employees or CBP officers located the
targeted package by manually sorting through large sacks of mail containing
hundreds of individual packages. This “resource intensive”189 process required
searching through hundreds of international packages to find the targeted
package—the proverbial “needle in a haystack” according to one CBP officer
working at the JFK ISC.190
C. The Postal Service and CBP Did Not Make Timely Improvements
to the Pilot Program
While both agencies recognized the inefficiencies of the manual process to
identify and present packages, just months after the pilot program began, it took
more than a year before the issues were resolved.191 As the CBP Program Manager
for the New York Field Office bluntly wrote in an email, “There has been no
meaningful improvement as the China ePacket Pilot approaches its second year.”192
The most significant shortcoming of the pilot program, according to internal Postal

The Postal Service Inspector General issued a “management alert” to Mr. Conti in his capacity as
JFK ISC plant manager in January 2016 detailing concerns regarding this scanning and verification
process at both the JFK and LAX ISCs. The Inspector General found that the Postal Service was not
consistently complying with its verification scanning processes of inbound international mail. See
Office of the Inspector General, United States Postal Service, MR-MT-16-001, Management Alert:
International Inbound Mail Verification 2 (Jan. 28, 2016); Mr. Conti would later tell the
Subcommittee that while he signed the Postal Service’s formal response to the Inspector General as
a “Responsible Official,” he did not write or read the letter before signing it. Conti Interview (Oct.
26, 2017).
187 CBP-PSI-000078 (App. 0003).
188 Office of the Inspector General, United States Postal Service, MS-AR-17-003, Inbound
International Mail Operations 7 (Dec. 30, 2016).
189 CBP-PSI-000078 (App. 0003).
190 Subcommittee staff visit to JFK ISC (Sept. 14, 2017).
191 CBP-PSI-000095 (App. 0014).
192 CBP-PSI-000114 (App. 0020).
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Service and CBP emails and documents, was that the Postal Service did not
consistently present 100 percent of targeted packages to CBP.
In a June 2016 email, CBP’s Internal Mail Security Director acknowledged
the program’s shortcomings, stating that “[t]he lack of consistency with the pilot is
the issue. [The Postal Service’s JFK Plant Manager] continues to cite human error
whenever targeted mail is not presented to CBP for inspection. Full bags of mail
with possible targets continue to take additional resources, as you know CBP has to
look for each target in a bag of mail.”193 In an interview with the Subcommittee, the
plant manager for the Postal Service’s JFK ISC explained that the human error
mentioned in the email referred to the manual process of searching through large
bags of mail for an individual parcel. He indicated that if the process had been
automated sooner, the pilot could have been more efficient and accurate.194
The Postal Service did have plans in place to automate and present
individual packages to CBP in 2016. According to the Postal Service’s Assistant
Director for Global Trade Compliance, Cheri DeMoss, “[e]nhanced functionality” to
allow the Postal Service to provide CBP with the individual targeted piece rather
than the entire bag of mail was set to be in place by September of that year.195
According to the Postal Service, the automation did not begin then because of
required software updates.196 Additionally, one Postal Service official claimed that
CBP continued to request entire bags of mail rather than individual targeted
packages until late 2016, rendering automation by the Postal Service unnecessary
at that time.197
The two agencies did not begin working together to make meaningful
improvements to the pilot until March 2017 when the program moved away from
manual sorting to automation. Automation improved the Postal Service’s
presentment rate.198 Below is an image of the machine Postal Service installed, the
“Automated Parcel and Bundler Sorter.” The machine relies on imaging and
barcode technology to automatically sort large volumes of packages. This
CBP-PSI-000264 (App. 0130).
Conti Interview (Oct. 26, 2017).
195 USPS-PSI-00017312 (App. 0058).
196 Interview with Cheri DeMoss, United States Postal Service, Manager, Trade Systems and
Analysis (Oct. 25, 2017) (hereinafter DeMoss Interview (Oct. 25, 2017).
197 Id.
198 CBP-PSI-000486 (App. 0026) (Ms. DeMoss wrote in an email to CBP officials detailing the
anticipated improvement after automation was installed: “Yes JFK is placing ATS advance holds on
China epacket and French Express Mail items. USPS is working to improve the success rate and
implementing the ability to sort out China epacket hold bags on automated equipment. The testing
on automated equipment is in progress and we expect this to improve the success rate.”); CBP-PSI000116 (App. 0022) (Mr. Garza wrote in an email on June 6, 2017 that his supervisor “would like to
spend a few hours at the mail facilities to see the package sort automation and success that the
adjustments on the machine have had.”).
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According to one CBP official, “CBP simply reports the total amount of Holds
that we place compared to how many holds USPS presents to us for inspection. If
CBP views the target in the ATS [Automated Targeting] system, our impression is
that a hold may be placed on it.”200 However, the Postal Service uses different
metrics. It measures what it refers to as “actionable holds”—meaning items the
Postal Service is actually capable of intercepting. This measure exempts any holds
that are deemed not actionable. For example, the Postal Service exempts any
package that has already left the ISC prior to CBP’s request for a hold, is diverted
and delivered to a different ISC, or never arrived in the United States. Exempting
these packages boosts the Postal Service’s presentment rate, showing what appears
to be greater success at locating and presenting packages to CBP.
The difference in how the Postal Service and CBP measure success is
significant. Below is a chart that shows the percentage of holds presented for
inspection as identified by both CBP and the Postal Service. In 13 of the 19 months
since the start of the pilot program, the Postal Service calculated a higher
presentment rate than CBP. On average, as shown below, the Postal Service and
CBP had a 17 percent difference in reported success rates over the last 20 months:
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Last year, however, both CBP and the Postal Service realized they need to
agree on how to measure success for the good of the program. A summary of a
“USPS/CBP Executive Meeting” held at CBP Headquarters on June 8, 2017,
CBP-PSI-0000246 (App. 0024).
United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Oct. 18, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee); CBP production to the Subcommittee (July 7, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
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summarizes discussions about these concerns. CBP indicated that the Postal
Service’s presentment rate at JFK was “at +/- 70%.”202 But a Postal Service
representative claimed that it has a higher success rate on actionable holds because
a target piece of mail may arrive at an alternate ISC or was never sent.203 At this
meeting CBP agreed that the agencies needed “to determine one source of
measurement used by both agencies.”204
Unfortunately, despite this recognition, as of the release of this report, the
agencies still rely on different performance measurements. In fact, a September 1,
2017 Memorandum of Understanding between the Postal Service and CBP
concerning the expansion of the pilot program to the other ISCs failed to articulate
a definable standard of success. The Memorandum of Understanding states,
As it relates to electronic advance data, [the agencies would] work to
develop a measurable performance goal for the presentation of
packages targeted by CBP for examination, including a corresponding
mutually agreed upon performance goal in each local SOP, and provide
periodic status reports to each other regarding their progress in
meeting such goal.205
When asked why the agencies still have not resolved this longstanding issue,
one CBP official told the Subcommittee that the issue was the topic of regular
conversation throughout the course of the pilot, both internally and with the Postal
Service and that a meeting was scheduled between the agencies to discuss how to
come to an agreement on measuring success.206 This meeting was scheduled for
early November 2017, two years after the start of the pilot program.
Given this debate, the program’s effectiveness and ability to expand suffered.
As the U.S. Government Accountability Office found in August 2017, “Because
USPS and CBP have not agreed to specific performance goals or targets, it is
difficult to make well-informed decisions regarding the possible expansion of these
pilots in the future.”207 While there have been efforts to increase the Postal
Service’s presentment rate using automated sorting, packages still slip through the
cracks and ultimately get delivered.208 This remains a problem. CBP spends time
and resources to target specific packages it believes contain illicit goods—including
USPS-PSI-00047061 (App. 0121).
Id.
204 Id.
205 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (Oct. 11, 2017) (App. 0163)
(emphasis added).
206 Garza Interview (Nov. 1, 2017).
207 U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, GAO-17-606, Costs and Benefits of Using Electronic Data to
Screen Mail Need to Be Assessed 23 (2014).
208 Subcommittee staff visit to JFK ISC (Sept. 14, 2017).
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synthetic narcotics such as fentanyl.209 The Postal Service is bound by federal
regulations210 to make all mail available to CBP and must present all inbound
international mail that CBP requests.211
E. The Postal Service and CBP Officials Did Not Expand the JFK
Pilot Program until after the Subcommittee’s May 2017 Hearing
on International Mail Security and the Importation of Deadly
Drugs
While both the Postal Service and CBP discussed expanding the pilot
program to other ISCs, both agencies routinely missed their own internal deadlines
over the last year and a half. It was not until after the Subcommittee’s hearing in
May 2017 that both the Postal Service and CBP formally agreed to expand to the
other four ISCs. CBP began targeting some packages at the remaining ISCs three
days before this report was released.212
Not expanding the program to the other ISCs limited the success of CBP’s
targeting efforts using AED. CBP was only targeting packages arriving from China
at the JFK ISC, which constitutes roughly 50 percent of inbound international mail
volume. Additionally, suspect mail packages targeted by CBP destined for the JFK
ISC would not get inspected if they were rerouted to a different ISC.213 In those
instances, the packages were delivered to the addressee.
Recognizing these and other issues, nearly one year after the pilot program
began at JFK, CBP and the Postal Service discussed expanding to other ISCs—most
notably, the ISC located near the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). In 2016,
the LAX ISC received the third highest volume of inbound international mail
(behind JFK and Chicago).214 Postal Service officials indicated that they were ready
to “start the same type of pilot” at LAX in October 2016.215 Freemont Rigel, the
Postal Service’s Director of Global Trade Compliance wrote in an email that the
JFK pilot program allowed the Postal Service to “put a positive spin” on steps taken
CBP-PSI-000246 (App. 0024).
19 C.F.R. § 145.2 (2017).
211 Office of the Inspector General, United States Postal Service, MS-AR-17-003, Inbound
International Mail Operations 8 (Dec. 30, 2016).
212 U.S. Customs and Border Protection email to the Subcommittee (Jan. 19, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
213Interview with Abby Martin, United States Postal Service, Director, Global Trade Compliance
(Oct. 24, 2017) (hereinafter Martin Interview (Oct. 24, 2017)); USPS-PSI-00019360 (App. 0067) (In a
November 2016 email, Mr. Rigel wrote to CBP officials concerning the expansion: “But based on the
sheer volume – they also see the value to both USPS and CBP if we can get [the pilot] in place ASAP
at all locations [ ].”).
214 United States Postal Service production to the Subcommittee (May 22, 2017) (on file with the
Subcommittee).
215 USPS-PSI-00017730 (App. 0062).
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to combat illicit drug trafficking in the mail system.216 Mr. Rigel continued that the
Postal Service was “ready to start [the] same type of pilot in LAX—another good
news pro-active USPS International ops.”217
Around the same time in late 2016, Postal Service officials started urging
CBP to expand the pilot program to LAX. Ms. DeMoss, the Postal Service’s
Assistant Director for Global Trade Compliance, sent an email to Mr. Manuel
Garza, CBP’s Director of the Manifest and Conveyance Security Division, stating
“[w]ith all of the attention on advance data and the drugs found in the mail we are
getting pressure to expand the ATS targeting at the other ISCs.”218 Ms. DeMoss
explained further, “[w]ith the extreme volumes of China epacket for peak and the
attention on the drugs I think we need to move quickly on this. The last time we
discussed getting this in place by November [2016]. We have the capability to
expand to all ISCs and the advance data on China epacket is now at 97%.”219
However, CBP officials expressed concern that, contrary to Postal Service
employees’ emails, the Postal Service was actually not prepared to handle
additional locations. Mr. Garza argued that the presentment rate was roughly 65
percent at the JFK ISC and that CBP officials believed “USPS had agreed to a much
higher success rate for delivering targeted epackets than they have been able to
achieve.”220 Mr. Garza later explained to the Subcommittee that the program did
not have any formal, written targets or goals, but that the overall sentiment was
that the Postal Service would have a 90 percent presentment rate.221 According to
Mr. Garza, the fact that this pilot did not “identify goals early on” was different
than other CBP programs that outlined specific goals at the start.222
Additionally, Ms. Owens, CBP’s then-Program Manager for International
Mail and Express Consignment Facilities in the New York Field Office, surveyed
CBP employees on the ground and compiled the following internal feedback about
the problems with the pilot to date regarding why the Postal Service was not ready
to expand:223
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Manager advised senior Postal Service officials that the plant was “experiencing a
backlog/delay at LA ISC Customs Facility. CBP has advised they are unable to
staff all the belts under current operating conditions.”229 Abby Martin, the Postal
Service’s Director of Global Trade Compliance, responded that the Postal Service
could activate the targeting program to help with the backlog: “One path to pursue
is asking CBP HQ to allow us to turn on the Advanced Targeting in LAX (expanding
the JFK pilot, essentially), as that would cut down on the volume needing to go
through customs. We could be ready to do that within a day or two if that is agreed
to by all parties.”230 The LAX ISC Plant Manager also stated that “[t]his is a perfect
opportunity for [the] advanced data pilot for LA.”231
However, Mr. Raines responded that the Postal Service was not “ready to
expand and certainly not at the piece level.”232 In an interview with the
Subcommittee, Ms. Martin stated that while the Postal Service was looking to
decrease the backlog, Mr. Raines believed that the automated sorting system was
still being tested at the JFK ISC and that he did not believe it was ready to be
implemented at LAX.233
In mid-March 2017, it was clear the expansions were not going to be finalized
and officials set a new deadline for the following month. Ms. DeMoss explained in
an email, “We are on track to expand the capability to place holds in all ISC’s [sic]
by April 2017.”234 However, that “target date” came and went.235 And as of midMay, neither the Postal Service nor CBP had a timeline for expansion.236 Ms.
DeMoss wrote that, “So far CBP has agreed to getting LAX going by the end of
May,” but there was no timeline for any other ISCs.237 And a May 12, 2017
PowerPoint, as shown below, was shared internally within the Postal Service, but
lacked a target date:
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Subcommittee that after the hearing, CBP officials decided it was appropriate to
expand.244 The Postal Service and CBP also started having weekly meetings to
discuss both the pilot expansion and the use of AED generally—something that had
not taken place before.245
In the hours after the Subcommittee’s hearing, concern about the lack of
progress in expanding the pilot program rose to the highest ranks of the Postal
Service. According to Ronald Stroman, the Deputy Postmaster General, the
Postmaster General asked him to “convey her request that [the Postal Service]
develop a project plan, including [a] timeline, to expand the JFK Pilot to all of our
ISCs as soon as possible.”246 Robert Raines, the Executive Director of International
Operations for the Postal Service, wrote to Ms. Martin, “We will need to develop
[the project plan] quickly.”247
Other Postal Service and CBP officials also initiated internal email
exchanges on the same day as the Subcommittee hearing to address the failure to
expand the pilot program. For example, Robert Cintron, the Postal Service’s
witness at the hearing and the Vice President of Network of Operations, wrote to
his senior staff the same day as the Subcommittee’s hearing that the JFK expansion
was one “[k]ey thing” to “focus on and accelerate.”248
One week after the Subcommittee’s hearing, the Postal Service and CBP
finally agreed to start the pilot program at the Los Angeles ISC (“LAX ISC”) on
June 19, 2017.249 According to internal documents reviewed by the Subcommittee,
the Postal Service was then ready to expand the pilot program to the other ISCs by
June 30, 2017.250 While the technical components and equipment were in place to
expand beyond the JFK ISC, CBP needed to train its employees at the other ISCs,
and the two agencies needed to work out additional details. At a planning meeting
held on June 8, 2017, CBP still could not provide a specific number of parcels they
planned to target at the other ISCs.251 And in mid-June, CBP was not able to
provide substantive updates to the Postal Service concerning expansion beyond JFK
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into the country through the Postal Service. This is due, in part, to the lack of an
international requirement for all countries to provide AED for packages. While
many of the U.S.’s largest trading partners have the ability to collect and provide
AED on packages, the majority of packages have no AED associated with them.
Other countries assert they do not have the capability to provide AED on packages,
either at all or in certain rural areas.
The majority of proposals the UPU considered requiring countries to collect
and share AED were designed to address aviation security following a thwarted
terrorist attack in 2010. More recently, AED has taken on a new importance as
part of the effort to interdict shipments of synthetic opioids. While CBP, the agency
primarily responsible for protecting our borders, asserts that AED is of the utmost
importance in locating and interdicting these illicit drugs, the State Department
maintains there is a lack of worldwide consensus on this issue.256
Currently, there is no international requirement to provide AED, but the
UPU has made some strides over the past decade since the United States first
introduced the idea of exchanging AED for packages in 2008. Starting January 1,
2018, all packages must display a barcode, regardless of whether AED is loaded
onto the barcode. The original expectation was for AED to be loaded on the barcode
by 2020. However, the requirement that data be loaded onto the barcode by 2020
has been delayed, as countries are requesting studies on the impact the
requirement would have on designated operators and mail delivery. According to
Joseph Murphy, the State Department representative to the UPU, a country can
currently require AED from another member country if that country has the ability
to provide AED. For example, the United States could require countries like China,
which provides AED on around 50 percent of packages already,257 to provide AED
on all packages.
In the interim, the Postal Service recently started pursuing bilateral and
multilateral agreements with foreign posts that would require the transmission of
AED for certain postal products.
This section explains the complicated structure of the UPU through the
entity’s decade-long consideration of requiring AED on international packages.
This section also includes a discussion of an attempt by the European Union to
protect its own national security by requiring AED on all packages. Finally, the
section highlights the hands-off approach taken by the United States at the UPU
with regard to AED.
256 Interview with Joseph Murphy, U.S. Department of State, Chief, International Postal Affairs
(Nov. 9, 2017) (hereinafter Murphy Interview (Nov. 9, 2017).
257 App. 0256. (Stating China provides AED on 48.4 percent of packages and Hong Kong on 0.7
percent of packages); see also CBP-PSI-000506 (App. 0225) (stating as of March 2017, 53 percent of
products from China had AED).
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A. The Complicated Structure of the UPU Creates Confusion
Regarding Priorities and Responsibilities
Headquartered in Bern, Switzerland, the UPU is an international
organization established in 1874 comprised of 192 participating members, including
the United States.258 As a condition of membership in the UPU, all members agree
to accept and deliver packages from all other designated operators. According to
the UPU, this “helps to ensure a truly universal network of up-to-date products and
services.”259 While the Postal Service is the designated operator for the United
States, the State Department represents the interests of the United States before
the UPU, as provided in the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act of 2006.260
The UPU is divided into four bodies: (1) the Congress; (2) the Council of
Administration; (3) the Postal Operations Council (“POC”); and (4) the Internal
Bureau. The POC is the “technical and operational mind of the UPU and consists of
40 member countries, elected during Congress.”261 The POC is tasked with “helping
Posts modernize and upgrade their postal products and services.”262 It is also
responsible for making “recommendations to member countries on standards for
technological, operational or other processes…where uniform practices are
necessary.”263 Given these responsibilities, the POC has, and continues, to play a
major role in globalizing the use of AED.
The POC is comprised of 40 member countries, including the United States,
Great Britain, China, Canada, France, Germany, and Japan.264 There is a robust
and complex structure within the POC to divide and consider the issues under its
jurisdiction. The United States currently serves, with India, as the Co-Chair of
Committee 1 on Supply Chain Integration.265 The POC also writes the Acts of the

The UPU, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION, http://www.upu.int/en/the-upu/the-upu.html.
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260 Postal Accountability & Enhancement Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-435, § 407, 39 U.S.C. § 407
(2016).
261 About Postal Operations Council, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION, http://www.upu.int/en/theupu/postal-operations-council/about-poc.html.
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264 See Postal Operations Council member countries, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION,
http://www.upu.int/en/the-upu/postal-operations-council/member-countries.html (detailing a full list
of countries that are part of the POC).
265 Under Committee 1 there are a number of other Committees and Groups, including: (1)
Standards Board; (2) Operations and Accounting Review Group; (3) Customs Group; (4) UPU-WCO
Contact Committee; (5) Transport Group; (6) UPU-IATA Contact Committee; (7) Postal Security
Group; (8) UPU-ICAO Contact Committee. This list does not include ad hoc subcommittees created
for certain issues. See Postal Operations Council key documents, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION,
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Union, “which are the rules of the road for international mail exchange.”266 Each of
the committees, subcommittees, and working groups meet at various times
throughout the year. These meetings are opportunities for member countries to
travel to Bern and voice concerns or support for UPU proposals regarding
international mail. With regard to AED, however, these meetings have resulted in
considerable discussion, but only incremental progress.
B. For a Decade, the UPU has Struggled to Require Member
Countries to Collect and Share AED for International Mail
The consideration of AED at the UPU has been a protracted process. Many
member countries resist adopting requirements related to exchanging AED for
international mail. There are several reasons for this resistance including a lack of
infrastructural capability for some developing countries to collect AED. Indeed, at
the May 25 Hearing, Mr. Gregory Thome of the State Department testified:
The technical ability to exchange [AED] does not, however, translate
directly into the ability to collect and enter it. Many post offices in
rural areas of the developing world do not have Internet connectivity
or even reliable sources of electricity, which makes collection and
transmission of data for postal items extremely difficult. Even in
developed countries, some postal services have been slow to invest in
the needed infrastructure for item-level electronic data exchange – and
few, if any, countries now have the ability to provide it for 100 percent
of their mail requiring customs declarations.267
While advancements were made at the UPU over the last decade, there is still no
global requirement to provide AED on international mail packages. As Mr. Thome
explained:
Regulations approved by the [UPU] last February will allow members
to impose requirements for [AED] on items containing goods, provided
they take into account whether the requirements they are imposing
can be met by those to whom they apply. The thinking behind the
regulation was that demanding something that is impossible as a
condition for delivering another’s country’s mail is the same as

Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs
Before the S. Perm. Subcomm. on Investigations, 115th Cong. (2017) (testimony of Gregory D. Thome,
Director, Office of Specialized and Technical Agencies, Bureau of International Organization Affairs,
Department of State).
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refusing to receive it at all. Such requirements would undermine the
reciprocity that is at the heart of the UPU.268
The Postal Service and CBP have struggled to adapt to the current
international package environment, but the international community has only
started to understand the utility of using AED to stop shipments of illicit drugs.
C. The 2008 UPU Congress Considered the First-Ever Proposal
Regarding the Use of AED Offered by the United States
The UPU’s consideration of AED first began at the 2008 UPU Congress when
the United States offered a resolution to expand the use of AED.269 The proposal
focused on “enhanc[ing] the efficiency and speed of customs clearance” to allow posts
to compete with the express consignment operators.270 Specifically, the resolution
required three things:
(1) [D]evelop and maintain standards for UPU-Customs [AED]
messaging, through the Standards Board, in cooperation with the
World Customs Organization;
(2) [P]romote, in cooperation with the World Customs Organization,
the use of [AED] transmission among postal administrations and
from postal administrations to local customs authorities for the
clearance of postal items; and
(3) [D]raw up a plan with deadlines for the implementation of
transmission of [AED] customs messages on postal items in a
phased-in manner, starting with required transmissions by
developed countries by a date or dates to be determined after
appropriate study.271
According to Joseph Murphy,272 the resolution was referred to a working
group where it was amended and then adopted by consensus.273 The adopted
Id.
See PSI-UPU-01-00003-4 (App. 0350-0351). The UPU Congress meets every four years in a
designated host country. The other UPU bodies meet more frequently, usually at the UPU
headquarters in Bern, Switzerland.
270 Id.
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272 Mr. Murphy’s title is currently Chief, International Postal Policy and Executive Director,
Advisory Committee on International Postal and Delivery Services at the Department of State.
273 Email from Patricia X. McNerney (Dec. 01, 2017) (clarifying Mr. Murphy’s testimony during his
Subcommittee Interview on Nov. 9, 2017). During his interview, Mr. Murphy inaccurately reported
the resolution was defeated because other countries viewed the measure as something the United
States was trying to push on the rest of the world. Murphy Interview (Nov. 9, 2017).
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version of the resolution removed all references to any deadline for providing AED
as follows:
(3) [D]raw up a plan involving the relevant POC groups and in
consultation with the UPU-WCO Contact Committee with
deadlines for the implementation of transmission of [AED] customs
messages on postal items in a phased-in manner, starting with
required transmissions by developed countries by a date or dates to
be determined after appropriate study, including identifying
products, types of mail impacted, customer and operator
capabilities, operational impacts, and performance measures.274
While the AED measure contained no planned date for implementation,
subsequent events that occurred before the next Congress in 2012 would
highlight the value of AED.
D. AED was used to Thwart an Al Qaeda Attempt to Ship Explosives
in UPS and FedEx Packages
In October 2010, foreign officials interdicted two packages containing
explosives packed into printer toner cartridges.275 The explosives were rigged with
a remote cell phone trigger and shipped via two express consignment operators,
UPS and FedEx.276 Intelligence from Saudi Arabia helped locate the two packages
through the use of AED in the form of tracking numbers.277 The tracking
information indicated the packages were sent from Yemen and bound for delivery in
the United States.278 The express carriers were able to track the packages and
locate one at East Midlands Airport in the United Kingdom and the other in Dubai
after traveling on two Qatar Airways passenger jets.279 Al Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) ultimately claimed responsibility for the thwarted attack.280 In
its statement, AQAP claimed they “intend[ed] to spread the idea to our mujahedeen
brothers in the world and enlarge the circle of its application to include civilian
aircraft in the West as well as cargo aircraft.”281
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The international mail community took notice. Mr. Murphy explained,
“everything changed in 2010 with the printer cartridge bombs in courier shipments,
because people realized that mail had the same vulnerabilities.”282 As a result, a
great deal of international mail delivery shut down for four months after the
thwarted attack.283
The United States began to work with European allies to develop a strategy
for the UPU to adopt the use of AED.284 The goal was to include an article in the
2012 UPU convention document for the UPU Congress scheduled to meet in Doha,
Qatar.285 The focus of the proposed article would be the use of AED for security
purposes, similar to how it was used to locate the explosives in the two express
carrier packages. This marked a shift from past AED considerations, which
primarily focused on clearing packages through the customs process.286 Twenty of
the twenty-seven European Union countries in the UPU proposed language that
“would add text to state that the security strategy should include complying with
the legal requirements for providing electronic advance data in accordance with
UPU technical messaging standards.”287 To reduce the burden on some members,
the proposal would rely on “a phased-in approach and the use of pilots to ease the
transition to providing advance data.”288
Ultimately, the 2012 Doha Congress adopted the following language as
Article 9 of its Convention document:
Article 9
Postal security
1.
Member countries and their designated operators shall observe
the security requirements defined in the UPU security standards and
shall adopt and implement a proactive security strategy at all levels of
postal operations to maintain and enhance the confidence of the
general public in the postal services, in the interests of all officials
involved. This strategy shall, in particular, include the principle of
complying with requirements for providing electronic advance data on
postal items identified in implementing provisions (including the type
Murphy Interview (Nov. 9, 2017).
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of, and criteria for, postal items) adopted by the Council of
Administration and Postal Operations Council, in accordance with
UPU technical messaging standards. The strategy shall also include
the exchange of information on maintaining the safe and secure
transport and transit of mails between member countries and their
designated operators.
2.
Any security measures applied in the international postal
transport chain must be commensurate with the risks or threats that
they seek to address, and must be implemented without hampering
worldwide mail flows or trade by taking into consideration the
specificities of the mail network. Security measures that have a
potential global impact on postal operations must be implemented in
an internationally coordinated and balanced manner, with the
involvement of the relevant stakeholders.289
Mr. Murphy explained that the Article 9.2 language was directed at the United
States, given its higher risk as an international terrorism target.290 Therefore,
since the United States was considered to be susceptible to higher risk, it was
expected to do more.
As mandated by Article 9, the POC began working on adopting the security
standards for AED, which resulted in the “Roadmap for Implementing the UPU
Electronic Data Global Postal Model (“Roadmap”).”291 Mr. Murphy explained that
the United States as the Co-Chair (with India) of POC Committee 1 on Supply
Chain Integration, took an active role in ensuring the Roadmap was an operational
document.292 As such, the Roadmap “provides an overview of the proposed way
forward for UPU designated operators, the International Bureau, and other
relevant stakeholders involved with postal supply chain security to meet emerging
requirements in the postal sector for the provision of electronic advance data.”293
Further, the Roadmap intended to “clarify the roles, goals, and timelines that the
UPU will be pursuing over the next several years.”294
The Roadmap focused on the “capture, exchange, and use of electronic-item
content” for eight data elements “sent by the origin Post, through the destination
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Post, to the destination authorities for every relevant item.”295 These eight data
elements include:
(1) Sender’s name
(2) Sender’s address
(3) Addressee’s name
(4) Addressee’s address
(5) Detailed content description
(6) Gross weight
(7) Number of packages (one by default)
(8) Item ID296
Many of these data elements were already required on customs declaration
forms CN22 and CN23,297 which some posts were already exchanging electronically
through “item level exchanges of attributes” or “ITMATT.”298 Overall, the Roadmap
was a step forward in advancing the use of AED for security purposes, but it was
not absolute. As Mr. Murphy explained, the Roadmap only requires countries to
provide AED to the extent of their capability to provide it.299 Despite its limitations,
the Roadmap gives the United States the immediate ability to require AED from
additional countries who have the capability to share it.
The Roadmap focuses on aviation security, as opposed to the interdiction of
contraband such as illegal drugs. It specifically states, “items that contain
prohibited substances like drugs are not targeted by [AED].”300 Mr. Murphy
downplayed this statement and explained, “nothing is targeted by [AED], it’s just
data. The targeting is done by the recipients of the data.”301 He also noted that the
United States is the only country whose designated operator has a law enforcement
component, the Postal Inspection Service, which informs the United States’ view
that data can be used to target illicit drugs and other prohibited items.302
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E. To Protect its own National Security, the European Union
Attempted to Require AED for all Packages by May 1, 2016
As the UPU wrestled with how to implement AED requirements, the
European Union passed a law in direct response to the 2010 printer cartridges
incident to protect its security.303 In October 2013, the EU adopted the Uniform
Customs Code (“UCC”) which required AED on all packages entering the EU by
May 2016.304 As reported: “One of the major items [of the UCC] covered the quality
and availability of [AED] for goods entering the EU customs territory, including
postal flows to the EU transported under the UPU Acts.”305 Under the UCC, AED
was required before the parcel was assigned to a bag for transport.306 “The source
for the data to be used would be the UPU CN 23.”307 The UCC would take effect on
May 1, 2016, but would be a “phased-in implementation” starting with EMS and
parcels, and “other postal products would be implemented at a later stage.”308
Several countries raised concerns about the UCC requirement as a whole, but
they primarily expressed concerns over meeting the May 1, 2016 implementation
date, since they likely could not meet the deadline. For example, when the
European Union representative presented on the UCC at the Council of
Administration, “an intense debate of the issues” followed.309 The delegate from
France expressed strong views on the European Union’s requirements and instead
argued for “the need to take coordinated action in Berne” as well as “the need to
adopt a global standard.”310 France also made clear “the EU was not alone in
wanting to implement such requirements – other countries were preparing similar
legislation.”311 Mr. Murphy confirmed this was a reference to the United States and
potentially Australia.312
Other countries followed France in protest of the law and raised a number of
specific issues with the UCC. Japan, for example, “expressed its strong concerns,
particularly regarding the following two factors: the implementation date set by the
EU and privacy and data protection when using CN 23 data for security
purposes.”313 Greece, Great Britain, and Germany expressed similar concerns.314
China “was also concerned about the confidentiality of data in the context of the
CDP-2017-00015-00659-663 (App. 0313-0317).
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transfer of data to third countries.”315 India and South Korea “also expressed a
variety of concerns, similar to those that had already been voiced, particularly in
terms of implementation deadlines, privacy concerns and the permanence of the
exemption for letter post items.”316 India further asserted “the data required could
not be captured at all post offices in a large country, and that advance data was not
particularly effective as a security measure; physical inspection was the only sure
way to keep the mail safe.”317
The United States decided, however, to publicly take a hands-off approach.318
In response to the specific concerns raised above, “the United States stressed the
UPU’s commitment to the development of the exchange of electronic data and was
of the opinion that its provision enhanced security of the mail stream and air
cargo.”319 After the meeting, Mr. Murphy wrote:
Over-all we are, of course, supportive of what the EU is trying to do
but its timetable is, in fact, unrealistic and its approach a bit highhanded. The reaction in [Committee 1] to the EC presenter is a
function of these factors, and I judged that there was little benefit in
trying to deflect the well-earned ire of the Indian and other delegations
or in associating the U.S. with the EU’s ham-handed approach at that
juncture, particularly given that we had laid out our overarching
position in [Committee 1]’s Customs Group.
I should add that, in addition to reiterating our view of EU data
privacy concerns…the very brief U.S. [Committee 1] intervention on
this issue also took exception to India’s assertion that [AED] offered no
security benefits and re-iterated the importance to posts, especially in
the context of e-commerce, of moving forward.320
Mr. Murphy continued that he planned to convey to the group that “although
[AED] implementation by posts cannot be rushed and haphazard, too slow an
implementation could impede the continued expansion in use of the mail for
international e-commerce shipments.”321 Further, Mr. Murphy made clear that “[i]f
a postal item contains an item requiring a customs form, there should be [AED] for
it.”322 He also planned to assuage any privacy concerns by highlighting “that no
more data is being provided through [AED] than is already provided on the
Id.
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[handwritten] customs declaration.”323 By providing the data, posts are
“accelerating the submission to customs authorities in the receiving country of data
provided by customers for that express purpose.”324
The European Union felt the backlash for the legislation from a number of
UPU members. For example, following a briefing by the European Union on the
new requirements Mr. Murphy noted there was a “palpable sense of hostility in the
room toward the EU rep, not least from France but also from India and Japan,
which both pretty much said they won’t comply.”325 Japan continued to raise
privacy concerns after the European Union presentation and wrote Mr. Murphy to
thank him “for supporting [Japan]’s concern on [AED] privacy.”326 In response, Mr.
Murphy sent his talking points to the UPU representative from Japan regarding
these issues and explained “although [AED] implementation by posts cannot be
rushed and haphazard, too slow an implementation could impede the continued
expansion in use of the mail for international e-commerce shipments.”327 With
regard to any privacy concerns, Mr. Murphy explained:
[W]hile it must be acknowledged that packaging data electronically
does heighten privacy concerns by making data more accessible, it is
worth highlighting the memorandum’s observation that no more data
is being provided through [AED] than is already provided on the
customs declaration.
In this sense, posts are not so much exchanging personal data through
[AED] as they are accelerating the submission to customs authorities
in the receiving country of data provided by customers for that express
purpose.328
F. The UPU’s Senior Leadership Lobbied its Members Against the
European Union’s UCC Implementation Date for Providing AED
As concerns about the UCC mounted, the UPU took action and formally
requested that the European Union extend the implementation date of the law and
its requirements. On December 11, 2014, Pascal Clivaz, the Deputy Director
General of the UPU, wrote to Pierre Moscovici, the European Union Commissioner
of Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs “to communicate [the
UPU] members’ concerns about the implementation of the Union Customs Code,
Id.
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and the adoption of 1 May 2016 as the implementation date for non-EU countries to
provide pre-advice of postal traffic in advance of import into the EU for risk
assessment purposes.”329 Deputy Director General Clivaz continued:
Briefly, many UPU members are concerned that the deadline of 1 May
2016 does not allow enough time for the consultations needed in order
for a globally acceptable consensus model to evolve. It is also felt that
this deadline does not allow enough time for all stakeholders to put the
necessary technical and regulatory infrastructures in place.330
He also pointed out that the UPU, under Article 9, was tasked with
“developing the relevant security requirements and implementing provisions on
advance electronic information [AED] for postal items.”331 Given the UPU concerns,
Deputy Director General Clivaz requested the European Union “take full account of
the comments and concerns of UPU member countries” and suggested that
“extending the deadline for consultations…would allow further discussions and
enable solutions to be reached that suit the needs of, and are able to be
implemented by all parties.”332
In its continued attempt to convince the European Union to postpone the
UCC implementation date, UPU senior leadership lobbied its members. On
December 15, 2014, Deputy Director Clivaz wrote to all UPU members reminding
them the Postal Operations Council was working to enact requirements for advance
electronic information for postal items.333 However, “the 1 May 2016 deadline for
the provision of such information in the European Union approaches rapidly.”334 He
made clear the “deadline will have an effect on mail exchange with Europe for all
other UPU member designated operators.”335 According to the Deputy Director, “It
is imperative that a single global solution be developed for advance electronic
information for customs and for security purposes.”336 The Deputy Director urged
members to take action by contacting the European Commission and expressing
this view.337
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G. The European Union Postponed the Start Date of the UCC to
2020
Ultimately, the European Union postponed the start date for mandatory use
of AED on postal packages. At a presentation during a UPU Standing Group
Meeting in February 2017, the European Commission reported the new target date
was 2020, which aligned with the UPU roadmap.338 Providing AED would no longer
be mandatory, but instead would start on a voluntary basis. Further, there would
be a grace period for implementation of mandatory compliance until 2023, with no
penalties before that date.
Ms. Cheri DeMoss of the Postal Service represented the United States at the
February 2017 UPU meeting. Ms. DeMoss felt the European Union’s legislation
was needed to speed the process of other countries preparing to provide AED. She
believed the delay of the UCC and lack of penalties until 2023 would extend the
time other countries would take to develop the capacity to comply and
simultaneously “delay implementation of [AED] from posts.”339
H. The 2016 UPU Congress in Istanbul Initiated a Proposal for AED
through the Integrated Product Plan
While the Roadmap from the 2012 Congress in Doha focused on the
operational side of providing AED for international mail, the 2016 Congress in
Istanbul worked to develop a business-centric strategy to modernize international
mail called the Integrated Product Plan (“IPP”). While the IPP was not focused on
AED, it had certain implications for the exchange of AED between posts. For
purposes of AED, the IPP is broken into two steps. The first step requires all
designated operators “to apply S10 barcodes to small packets” by January 1,
2018.340 Designated operators would ultimately use the barcode to track the
package. No information, however, is initially required to be loaded on to the
barcode. The IPP explains that “by proposing the obligatory application of S10
barcodes on small packets containing goods in 2018 already, we are acting
pragmatically by driving behaviour so that we are aligned in advance of the 2020
supply chain requirements.”341 By 2020, the IPP expected – but did not require – all
posts would be able to load AED onto the barcode, which is Step 2.
While Step 1 requiring barcodes was implemented at the beginning of 2018,
the goal of implementing Step 2 by 2020 is no longer considered possible. In his
338 CDP-2017-00015-01078 (App. 0293) (U.S. POSTAL SERVICE, 2017 UPU Standing Group Meetings
Report, Postal Operations Council (Feb. 20, 2017)).
339 DeMoss Interview (Oct. 25, 2017); See also U.S. POSTAL SERVICE, 2017 UPU Standing Group
Meetings Report, Postal Operations Council (Feb. 20, 2017).
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interview with the Subcommittee, Mr. Murphy explained such a delay was likely,
given that the implementation date of 2020 now “seems ambitious.” Instead, there
is discussion of adding several steps before requiring that data to be loaded onto the
barcode.342
I. Countries Again Argued Against Any UPU Requirements to
Provide AED; the United States Distanced Itself from the
Proposal
Some UPU countries responded strongly to the IPP. In an ad hoc group of
Committee 3, a number of countries pushed back. For example, India requested “a
thorough, comprehensive impact study should be carried out, including all the UPU
member countries before implementing Step 1.”343 India also asserted that
“applying barcodes on small packages should not be made mandatory.”344 Several
other countries, including Botswana, Japan, South Korea, and China, raised the
issue that no impact study was conducted prior to implementation.345
The international view of the value of AED, however, has clearly changed.
Not all countries responded negatively to the IPP and some even took a proactive
and positive stance. Australia asserted “step 1 is a good first step,” noting posts
“must address our customers’ needs.”346 Denmark requested that the IPP “move
swiftly forward.”347
Once again, the United States took a decidedly understated public role in the
advancement of the IPP. A memo described the State Department’s position with
regard to the IPP:
The US is strongly supportive of the IPP, although it has concerns with
the pace of its implementation (which may not successfully meet the
electronic customs manifesting deadlines set by the European
commission). However, US concerns on the ‘need for speed’ must also
be weighed against the greatest ‘need for adoption’ of the IPP plan.
Many countries have already expressed their concerns with the IPP,
and more aggressive timelines might scare away those countries
currently supporting this IPP concept.
Consequently, the US is taking a ‘supportive’ role in this matter and
letting the POC Physical Services Co-Chairs (UK and Canada) take
Murphy Interview (Nov. 9, 2017).
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the lead in the campaign to have this IPP adopted. While the US sees
several areas that need fine-tuning, to avoid creating doubts on the
IPP package, US will only make minimal suggestions for change – in
cases there were clear drafting errors. Once the IPP is adopted, the
US can then turn to achieving better versions of the definitions at the
mini-Congress in 2018.348
J. Multiple AED Proposals at the UPU Led to Confusion Regarding
Member Countries Requirements and Efforts have “Slowed
Down to a Crawl”
As the UPU closes in on almost a decade of considering AED, there appear to
be several proposals regarding AED, but none that require all Posts to exchange
AED. While Mr. Murphy explained that the Roadmap and IPP are designed to
operate concurrently,349 neither proposal has resulted in the global exchange of
AED by designated operators. In fact, there appears to be confusion as to which
document governs and what is required. On September 2, 2016, Peter Chandler,
the Manager of UPU Relations at the Postal Service, was asked in an email “is
there a specific proposal on advance electronic customs data for the [2016] UPU
Congress?”350 He explained:
There is no single proposal that directly says…by some date you shall
be providing electronic customs information on your items….The
February 2016 POC adopted a Road Map to advance work on electronic
advanced data for security purposes [AED] but it never overtly said it
was mandatory for everyone also. I’ve also noted a couple of recent
country proposals to Congress that touch upon customs [AED].
There was supposed to be a progress report to Congress on the road
map for [AED]—however, things have slowed down to crawl on this at
the International Bureau after a change in management of this
program.351
Mr. Murphy stated that this email addressed the fact that there were no proposals
regarding AED at the 2016 Istanbul Congress, since the Roadmap was in response
to the addition of Article 9 at the 2012 Doha Congress.352 However, it seems clear
from the above exchange that UPU members do not consider the sharing of AED
mandatory. Notably, as indicated above, a change in UPU personnel has resulted
in efforts surrounding AED at the UPU to slow dramatically.
CDP-2017-00015-00401 (App. 0311) (emphasis in original).
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K. The UPU Takes Notice of Posts being used to Ship Illicit Drugs
While the international community initially focused on AED for security
purposes and expediting customs, the conversation has since shifted to targeting
illicit drugs. On February 23, 2017, the POC Postal Security Group met in Bern,
Switzerland to discuss the issue of using posts to ship illicit drugs. During that
meeting, the use of posts to ship synthetic opioids was discussed:
The [Postal Security Group] Secretariat provided information that was
presented to the Council of Europe on the rise of the Dark web and
cryptomarkets, and the use of covert internet means which enables
illicit drug producers to directly market to users. This business model
shift has resulted in an increased volume of illegal drugs in the letter
mail rather than parcels, which creates additional challenges for posts.
In addition, new highly potent forms of synthetic opioids and other
toxic chemicals are being transported in the post. These chemicals are
deadly in minute quantities, and pose a risk to postal employees. It is
imperative for posts to be prepared to appropriately respond to
inadvertent exposure to toxic chemicals to protect employees and the
postal supply chain.353
While CBP has asserted that it relies heavily on AED to target packages
containing illicit drugs, the State Department maintains there is a lack of
worldwide consensus on this assertion. The State Department has internally
questioned whether AED is helpful in targeting packages containing illicit drugs. A
February 1, 2017 internal State Department memoranda to Deputy Assistant
Secretary (DAS) Nerissa Cook questioned the impact AED would have on targeting
packages containing illicit drugs. In explaining the IPP, the memorandum stated:
One component of this modernization is expanding the collection and
transmission of [AED] for individual mail items–a topic of high
interest on the Hill, ostensibly because of the presumed
contribution [AED] would make to preventing synthetic opioids
from arriving in the United States through the international
mail. Because of its clear benefits for aviation security, customs
operations and expeditious handling, accelerating the use of [AED] is
one of our highest priorities at the UPU this Congress cycle. (We will
also soon initiate interagency consultations on ways to accelerate
[AED] exchange through bilateral engagement.)354
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354
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The State Department’s skepticism with regard to the utility of AED continued to
increase. A May 9, 2017 memorandum again updating Deputy Assistant Secretary
Nerissa Cook on the implementation of AED in the IPP noted:
This topic is of high interest on the Hill, ostensibly because of the
presumed contribution [AED] would make to preventing synthetic
opioids from arriving in the United States through the international
mail. Despite its uncertain benefits for this purpose, accelerating
the exchange of [AED] is one of our highest priorities at the UPU this
Congress cycle because of its clear benefits for aviation security, IPR
enforcement and expeditious mail handling.355
Mr. Murphy explained he drafted these updates on behalf of his supervisor,
Mr. Gregory Thome. When questioned whether he believed AED aided CBP in
targeting packages, he explained there was a perception in the global postal
community that the benefits of AED for targeting packages were uncertain.356 He
continued “from a policy standpoint, it does not matter why we want it, we just
want it.”357 Mr. Murphy took the position that foreign posts need to exchange AED
for purposes of modernization.358

VII.

EXPRESS CARRIERS USE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC DATA TO
LOCATE PACKAGES TARGETED BY CBP

Unlike the Postal Service, Express Consignment Operators (ECOs) are
mandated under the Trade Act of 2002 to collect AED on all packages and provide
that information to CBP. The ECOs examined by the Subcommittee were DHL,
FedEx, and UPS. While those three ECOs maintain they present all packages
targeted by CBP for inspection, the volume handled by ECOs is much less than that
delivered by the Postal Service. Further, ECOs are able to control a package from
the time it is accepted to delivery. This is unlike the Postal Service, which has no
control of international packages at their point of origin and is obligated under the
UPU treaty to accept and deliver packages it receives from foreign posts. A number
of items, however, are prohibited from being shipped under the UPU treaty,
including “narcotics and psychotropic substances…or other illicit drugs which are
prohibited in the country of destination.” 359
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Drug traffickers also use ECOs to ship illicit opioids. According to an August
2017 report from the U.S. Government Accountability Office, 30 percent (92,878
items out of 308,360) of CBP’s seizures of all inbound international shipments from
2012–2016 came from ECOs.360 Of the total seizures (both Postal Service and
ECOs), 47 percent (or 144,117 items) were illegal or inadmissible drugs while the
remaining seizures were merchandise.361
For example, earlier this year, CBP seized 83 DHL shipments containing 36
pounds of fentanyl at Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport. A CBP
press release reported that the shipments were from China and “were addressed to
individuals in multiple locations throughout seventeen U.S. states and Canada.”362
The shippers attempted to disguise the contents by mislabeling packages with
descriptions of “silicone resin, hardware nuts, snap hooks, plastic sheet sample, and
nano hydrophobic coatings.”363
This section explains how Congress mandated ECOs to collect AED on all
international packages entering the United States following the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001. In response, the ECOs developed proprietary systems to
transmit AED. This has resulted in ECOs identifying and presenting almost all of
the packages targeted and requested by CBP for inspection.
A. Congress Mandated Express Consignment Operators to Provide
CBP with AED on all Packages
Congress passed the Trade Act of 2002 following the terrorist attacks against
the United States on September 11, 2001. The Trade Act required ECOs to collect
certain information for all international packages.364 However, as discussed below,
Congress did not mandate the collection of AED on Postal Service packages.

http://www.upu.int/uploads/tx_sbdownloader/universalPostalConventionArticle18ItemsNotAdmitted
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https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/686377.pdf.
361 Id.
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364 19 U.S.C. § 2071 (note), Mandatory Advanced Electronic Information for Cargo and Other
Improved Customs Reporting Procedures (2016).
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1. The Trade Act Required ECOs to Collect AED to Provide to
CBP
Trade Act regulations state that the ECOs must provide CBP with AED on
all incoming foreign shipments prior to arriving in the United States at a
designated port of entry.365 The data elements ECOs must provide electronically to
CBP include:








Country of origin for the merchandise
Shipper name, address and country
Ultimate consignee name and address
Specific description of the merchandise
Quantity
Shipping Weight
Value.366

Regulations explain “CBP must receive the required cargo information no
later than 4 hours prior [to] the arrival of the [package] in the United States.”367
ECOs that fail to provide the required AED are subject to civil penalties “in a
monetary amount up to the value of the cargo, or the actual cost of the
transportation, whichever is greater.”368 Each year the ECOs pay penalties to CBP
for failing to provide AED as reflected in the chart below. In contrast, the Postal
Service is not required to pay penalties for failing to provide AED on any of its
international packages.
Annual Amount Paid to CBP in Manifest Penalties by DHL, FedEx, and UPS369
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

$308,500

$230,650

$34,675

$124,619

$267,850

In addition to penalties, the Trade Act imposed certain costs on the ECOs
regarding CBP’s inspection of their packages. Specifically, Trade Act regulations
require each ECO to “provide, without cost to the Government, adequate office
space, equipment, furnishings, supplies and security as per CBP’s specifications.”370
This is in addition to the requirement that ECOs pay CBP a fee of one dollar for
each international package valued at $2,500 or less shipped through the ECO.371
19 C.F.R. § 128.21 (2017).
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This fee is related to processing the package by CBP and clearing it through U.S.
customs.372 That fee results in significant amounts paid to CBP each year by the
ECOs:
Annual Amount Paid to CBP in One Dollar Per Package Fees by DHL, FedEx, and UPS373
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

$33,725,745*

$52,066,414

$54,402,127

$59,816,258

$67,030,218

*Quarter 4 only provided by DHL.

ECOs have the option of passing the one-dollar-per-package-fee and the CBPassociated costs on to consumers by building the fees into the shipping costs.374 In
contrast, the Postal Service does not pay CBP one-dollar-per-package to process
international packages sent through its network.
It is important to note that the package volume carried by the ECOs is
significantly less than the Postal Service’s volume. However, ECOs also
experienced growth over the past five years.
Annual ECO International Shipping Volume Into the United States for DHL, FedEx, and UPS375

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

28,138,472*

51,915,823

54,440,116

59,353,177

65,772,320

*Quarter 4 Only provided by DHL.

B. Congress Delegated the Decision to Require Postal Service to
Provide AED
While the Trade Act of 2002 statutorily mandated that the ECOs provide
CBP AED on packages in their networks, Congress did not impose the same
requirements on the Postal Service. In fact, Congress left the decision up to the
Secretary of the Treasury and Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with
the Postmaster General.376 Specifically, the Trade Act states:
With respect to the requirements imposed on the carriers, the
Secretary, in consultation with the Postmaster General, shall
Id.
These figures represent aggregated information for the three ECOs reviewed by the
Subcommittee.
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determine whether it is appropriate to impose the same or similar
requirements on shipments by the United States Postal Service. If the
Secretary determines that such requirements are appropriate, then
they shall be set forth in regulations.377
To date, the requirement to provide AED has not been imposed on the Postal
Service because no decision has been made by the Secretaries or Postmaster
General.
C. ECOs use AED to Track Packages Throughout Their Networks
Pursuant to Trade Act requirements, ECOs provide AED to CBP on all
packages delivered to the United States. Each ECO has extensive practices and
procedures for accepting delivery of a package.378
1. ECOs Control Packages from Drop-Off to Delivery
From the time a package is dropped off by the customer until it is delivered to
the final address, it is controlled and tracked by an ECO. DHL noted that packages
are booked by a DHL customer service employee through proprietary systems while
“Pick Up includes…picking up and accepting the shipments from the Customer.”379
FedEx policy includes the following:
FedEx’s responsibility for a package begins when an employee accepts
it. All packages must be prepared and packed by the customer for safe
transportation with ordinary care in handling. Customers may use
packaging supplied by FedEx Express, or they may use their own
packaging if it meets standards set by FedEx Express.
FedEx reserves the right to refuse to do business with parties
suspected of using FedEx services for illegal or unethical purposes. All
FedEx employees are required to report senders they suspect of
abusive, illegal, or unethical activities to Customer Service or the
Operations Manager at their location. The Operations Manager must
inform Security, Legal, and Marketing groups in the affected region.380
FedEx also retains the ability to open any package being shipped through its
network. FedEx policies indicate “all items offered or accepted for shipment are
subject to inspection. If a complete description of the contents of any international
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shipment is not available, FedEx has the option of opening and inspecting the
shipment to verify the description of its contents.”381
In his testimony before the Subcommittee at the May 25 hearing, Norm
Schenk, UPS Vice President of Global Customs Policy and Public Affairs explained
UPS “picked up [packages] from foreign customers bound for the U.S.”382 He also
testified, “We even require [AED] through subcontractors in countries where we
work, if we do not have a physical presence there, as a high-risk package can be
sent from anywhere at any time.”383
D. ECOs Require Customers to Provide Information Mandated by
the Trade Act
The three ECOs examined by the Subcommittee require customers to provide
certain information in order to ship a package through their networks. The
information requested aligns with the fields of information required under Trade
Act regulations.384
1. DHL
DHL policy requires shippers to include certain information in the form of an
Air Waybill during the processing of any shipment.385 DHL international shipping
requirements include providing the following fields of information:








Address (including city name)
Country (where pickup will be made)
Company name (if not residential)
Location/Specific floor/ room number
Contact name
Phone number
Ready time

FDXPSI0000086 (App. 0456).
Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (testimony of Norman Schenk, Vice President of
Global Customs Policy and Public Affairs, United Parcel Service).
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information about [the] shipment, including where it’s being sent from and to, the weight, [] a brief
description of the goods,…where [the] shipment is going, what service [is] required, and how [the
customer] intends to pay.” The Air Waybill also includes “the terms and conditions upon which
[DHL] will provide service.” DHL, Shipping Documentation, DHL (Jan. 10, 2018),
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Close time (if morning pickup request for break time hours)
Special instructions (supplies/packing material)
Payment method
Account number
Destination
Special Handling Requests
Product
Paperwork confirmation
Weight (if known)
Dimensions (if known)
Total number of pieces386
2. FedEx

FedEx policy states that it “requires every package to be properly identified,
marked and labeled to ensure a smooth customs clearance and on-time delivery, as
well as reduced missorts and lost revenue.”387 FedEx gathers certain information
and “[e]ach package must display the following unique identification and labels that
allow FedEx Express to handle it with the greatest possible efficiency,”388 in part:







The sender’s name and complete address
The recipient’s name and complete, deliverable address on all pieces
A completed international air waybill
Where available, an air waybill peel-off tracking number label (placed
on the commercial invoice)
Backup tracking number
Other appropriate service or handling labels such as Fragile, Actual &
Dim, Perishable, Heavy, and Dangerous Goods389

For international shipments, FedEx policy states “[d]ocumentation is
required for every international shipment” and “[t]he International Waybill is
required for all express shipments.”390 The FedEx International Waybill is “a legal
document for shipping, manifesting, customs clearance, tracking, and billing,” and
serves as “a contract between the sender and carrier to transport international
cargo.”391 Information collected on the International Air Waybill by FedEx includes:
(1) description and quantity of the goods; (2) value of the shipment; (3) number of
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pieces (packages) in the shipment; (4) weight of the shipment; (5) type of mail
service requested; and (6) type of payment (freight, duty, and taxes).392
FedEx policy states the VISA MANIFEST System exists to: (1) expedite the
customs clearance process; (2) track international shipments; (3) invoice
international shipments; (4) prevent overages and shortages; (5) support customer
service/customer inquiries; (6) allow regulatory agencies to select and hold
shipments for examination; (7) provide screens and reports that allow users to
ensure an accurate manifest is provided for customs clearance; and (8) capture
export proof of reporting for regulatory agencies.393
On the day of the shipment, FedEx enters shipment information into an
electronic record of shipment information called VISA MANIFEST System. In total,
information for all international shipments on a VISA MANIFEST Report includes:




















Sender’s account information
Reference Information
Origin
Destination
Recipient’s account number, phone number, name, address, city, state,
province, country, and postal code
Broker’s name, city, country, phone number, and postal code
Service type
Special handling codes (Hold at Location, Saturday Delivery, and
Dangerous goods)
Billing information
Account number
Country code
Weight
Manufacturing code
Currency type
Carriage value
Customs value
Exporter’s license
Description
MPS (Multiple Piece Shipment) information394
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FedEx indicated that the VISA MANIFEST System is an electronic record of
shipment information that begins the clearance process of an international
shipment before it arrives at its destination. It also serves as a legal document that
describes the cargo being transported, allowing “origin, transit, and destination
locations to print a manifest.”395 For further verification of accuracy, personnel at
the origin, transit, and destination locations are responsible for changing the
manifest as needed. This would occur, for example, when a flight is delayed,
rerouted, or cancelled.396
3. UPS
To ship a package with UPS, a customer is required to provide certain
information submitted in the form of an International Air Waybill (IAWB), which
serves as the “contract of carriage between the shipper and the carrier.”397 As Mr.
Schenk of UPS testified at the May 25th hearing, UPS has “been using electronic
data for years, even before it was required by the Trade Act of 2002, to provide CBP
with item-level detail about every shipment entering the country.” These data
consist of seven data points:






The sender’s name and address
The recipient’s name and address
The value of the contents
A description of the contents and
The piece count for the shipment398

Mr. Schenk continued “this not only helps [UPS] reduce the potential for
dangerous goods entering the United States through our system, but also aids in
meeting manifesting and compliance requirements, ensuring payment of duties and
fees and expediting clearance through customs.”399
UPS uses an electronic database called the UPS WorldShip System, which
collects and enters data provided almost entirely by the customer.400 In locations
where customers submit shipments with hard copies of the shipment data, a UPS
FDXPSI0000312 (App. 0398).
FDXPSI0000102 (App. 0393).
397 App. 0404-0405; see also UPS Air Freight Terms and Conditions of Contract For UPS Air Freight
Services in the United States, Canada, and International, Effective July 10, 2017, 3-4,
https://www.ups.com/assets/resources/media/en_US/AirFreight_TandC.pdf.
398 Stopping the Shipment of Synthetic Opioids: Oversight of U.S. Strategy to Combat Illicit Drugs:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, 115th Cong. (2017) (testimony of Norman Schenk, Vice President of
Global Customs Policy and Public Affairs, United Parcel Service).
399 Id.
400 In locations where customers submit shipments with hard copies of the shipment data, a UPS
employee would enter the data into the WorldShip System. PSI-UPS-01-000002 (App. 00622).
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employee enters the data into the WorldShip System. The system requires the
shipper to provide:






A valid UPS account number
Contents of the shipment
Contact name and telephone number for the shipper
A consignee contact name, telephone number, address, and zip/postal
code
Accurate dimensions and weight of the shipment401

E. Automated Systems Assist ECOs in Tracking Packages
Policies and procedures from each ECO described proprietary systems used to
track packages throughout each carrier’s network.
1. DHL
DHL policies state a number of requirements for international shipments
throughout the DHL express global network, including validation of shipment
information to ensure delivery through the DHL network.402 This includes
reviewing the data entered for each package for errors and ensuring any missing
information is included.403 DHL also reviews the description of goods to ensure that
information is accurate.404
When CBP or law enforcement seizes a shipment at a DHL facility, the DHL
facility staff must take note of: (1) the Air Waybill number; (2) the agency taking
possession of the shipment; (3) the name of the representative of the agency and; (4)
the commodity contained within the shipment.405 The DHL facility manager is then
required by policy to enter the seizure/intercept information into the appropriate
DHL database.406
DHL has taken further steps to partner with DHS regarding the shipment of
drugs through the DHL network. In January 2014, DHL entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding with HSI and CBP regarding narcotics

App. 0404-0405; UPS Air Freight Terms and Conditions of Contract For UPS Air Freight Services
in the United States, Canada, and International, effective July 10, 2017, 3-4,
https://www.ups.com/assets/resources/media/en_US/AirFreight_TandC.pdf.
402 DHL_PSI_00000080 (App. 0363).
403 DHL_PSI_00000160 (App. 0379).
404 DHL_PSI_00000160-165 (App. 0379-0384).
405 DHL_PSI_00000142 (App. 0377).
406 Id.
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enforcement at DHL facilities in an effort to reduce drugs being smuggled into the
country through the DHL network.407
2. FedEx
FedEx policy states the Global Enterprise Network for the Entry of Shipment
Information at the Source (“GENESIS”) is used to enter manifest data for all
international shipments. Document images are also digitally stored in the
GENESIS Global Document Archive for future use, and manifest information is
uploaded to the VISA MANIFEST System where the manifest can be viewed,
printed, or electronically sent to customs, the broker, within FedEx, or to other
government agencies.
FedEx policies also state that “[a]ll shipments offered to or accepted by FedEx
are subject to inspection,” and that “[c]orporate [s]ecurity may open and inspect any
package (except diplomatic bags and military shipments) at any time for safety
and/or security reasons.”408 Further, “[o]perations management may open
shipments in order to obtain a better address or description of the contents.”409
However, FedEx Security does not have consolidated tracking or logging of illegal
items found in shipments.410
Based on the originating location of the package, FedEx provided countryspecific procedures for accepting a package for delivery. For example, because India
requires shippers to know their customers, FedEx created the “Unknown Shipper
Authentication Program” for India.411 FedEx policy states these procedures
“capture the mandatory information of every walk in customer who books his
shipments at the FedEx counters using cash.”412 An unknown shipper is required to
provide proof of identification, such as a passport or driving license.413
Further, FedEx employees are advised to look for certain specific signs in
identifying a suspicious package.414 Other countries where FedEx accepts packages
for delivery also have specific policies and procedures, including China, Colombia,
Dominican Republic, Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore, and the United Kingdom.415

DHL_PSI-00000094-101 (App. 0376).
FDXPSI0000170 (App. 0397).
409 Id.
410 Email from Brian Heberlig, counsel for FedEx, to the Subcommittee (Nov. 28, 2017).
411 FDXPSI0002510–2512 (App. 0451-454).
412 Id. at App. 0453.
413 Id.
414 Id.
415 Letter from Brian Heberlig & Jason Weinstein, counsel for FedEx, to the Subcommittee (Sept. 29,
2017).
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3. UPS
UPS produced a number of policies and procedures regarding proprietary
systems used to track packages using AED. UPS explained how it interacts with
CBP at its facilities: “UPS express and hub facilities have sophisticated automation
and scanning procedures, and routinely present packages to CBP, whose officers are
stationed at these facilities.”416
Manuals for the UPS operating system (“OPSYS”) international data system
appear to allow an employee to run a number of queries and reports to track a
package at any point during the delivery process.417 The OPSYS system also allows
UPS employees to access the data associated with a specific package and to locate a
specific package by searching for the shipper’s name.418
F. ECOs Do Not Share Information Related to Shippers of Illegal
Items
While the ECOs work to maintain the integrity of their networks, there is
currently no coordinated effort to share information regarding shippers of illegal
items among the ECOs or with CBP.
1. DHL
DHL reported that it does not accept packages from individuals or entities
appearing on denied parties’ lists, such as the U.S. Department of Treasury Office
of Foreign Assets Control, but does not have a DHL-generated denied shipper list.
Instead, “DHL relies on its robust communications from across the DHL global
network to cancel problematic customer accounts.”419 DHL explained this is the
current course of action because it found “customers will continually change
shipping names and other contact information making any DHL-generated list
insufficient to be relied upon.”420
2. FedEx
FedEx also provided a “list of parties from which FedEx refuses to accept
packages, or from whom FedEx only accepts certain types of packages, because the
party failed to comply with FedEx policies for shipping Dangerous Goods.”421 The
undated list consisted of 116 entries, including 100 domestic shippers and 16
foreign shippers, with several located in China. Most of the listed entities have
names indicative of a business, some of which are household names. The list
contained no individuals, unless that person was associated with a business. From
Letter from Laura Lane, President, UPS Global Affairs, to the Subcommittee (Nov. 21, 2017).
PSI-UPS-01-000002 (App. 0389).
418 UPS Production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 21, 2017).
416
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a review of the businesses on the list by Subcommittee staff, none of them appeared
related to openly selling illicit drugs. FedEx stated it does not share its list with
other ECOs or CBP.422
3. UPS
UPS stated that it “regularly works to update its systems to ensure that it
does not do business with customers who traffic in illegal merchandise. When UPS
identifies such customers, it works to block that person from shipping through the
UPS network.”423 UPS provided a list of individuals and entities from which it no
longer accepts packages.424 However, UPS indicated it does not share its internal
lists of these individuals with other ECOs.425
G. ECOs Provide Almost All Targeted Packages to CBP for
Inspection
According to statistics provided by CBP, as depicted below, the ECOs provide
almost all of the packages targeted for inspection.
CBP Analysis of ECO Presentment Rates of Targeted Packages426
Fiscal Year
Total Express
Penalties for
Presentment
Bills
Non-presentment
Rate
2013

29,375,103

4,626

99.9%

2014

50,066,460

7,041

99.9%

2015

78,296,817

3,680

99.9%

2016

104,223,263

341

99.9%

2017

108,327,947

207

99.9%

Letter from Matt Miner, counsel for DHL, to the Subcommittee (Nov. 16, 2017).
Id.
421 See also Letter from Brian Heberlig & Jason Weinstein, counsel for FedEx, to the Subcommittee
(Sept. 13, 2017). Dangerous Goods is the international equivalent of “Hazardous Materials,” defined
in 49 CFR 171.8 as “a substance or material that the Secretary of Transportation has determined is
capable of posting an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property when transported in
commerce, and has designated as hazardous under section 5103 of Federal hazardous materials
transportation law (49 U.S.C §5103).” These substances may be lawfully shipped by customers and
transported by ECOs provided they are appropriately marked, labelled, packaged, and documented.
422 Email from Brian Heberlig, counsel for FedEx, to the Subcommittee (Nov. 13, 2017).
423 Letter from Laura Lane, President, UPS Global Affairs, to the Subcommittee (Oct. 11, 2017).
424 UPS Production to the Subcommittee (Nov. 21, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
425 Letter from Laura Lane, President, UPS Global Affairs, to the Subcommittee (Nov. 21, 2017).
426 CBP Production to the Subcommittee (Dec. 7, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee).
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Both FedEx and UPS internally tracked the number of packages targeted by
CBP and provided presentment rates, along with statistics regarding packages that
were targeted, inspected, and seized by CBP. For 2012, FedEx’s presentment rate
was 98.9 percent.427 From 2013 to the present, FedEx has presented more than 99
percent of the packages CBP targeted for inspection.428 UPS also reported rates of
providing targeted packages to CBP for inspection, which have improved over the
past five years, as depicted below:429
Year

Packages
Missed

2012

334

2013

71

2014

32

2015

13

2016

13

2017

4

DHL reported it “neither keeps track nor maintains records sufficient to
report the number of DHL packages: (1) identified or targeted by CBP for
inspection; (2) interdicted by CBP; or (3) with a ‘deny shipment’ order placed by
CBP.”430 DHL did state it “has processes in place to X-ray and otherwise screen for
potential threats.”431 Later, DHL provided specific statistics on exams and
detentions by CBP for years 2016 and 2017 and reported it had the ability to
provide the same statistics for 2013-2015, but not prior to the release of this
report.432
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430 DHL was originally unable to provide statistics regarding the number of packages presented to
CBP for inspection. Letter from Matt Miner, counsel for DHL, to the Subcommittee (Oct. 13, 2017).
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